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Preface
uring the past three decades we have completed the first phase of the exploration of all major bodies (with}the exception of pluto) in our Solar System. Two recent fight mission successes, the flyby of Neptune by
Voyager and the mapping of Venus by Magellan, have provided exciting new discoveries and key new
information about these planets. These new data arc already providing information that will increase our
understanding of both planets as well as other infbrmation that can be used fbr planetary comparison studies.
Discoveries made as a result of exploration of the Solar System have had an enormous effect on our understanding
of the planets, including Earth, and the way that wc regard our place in the universe. This has been and will
continue to be one of the most exciting and scientifically important eras in human history--the era of Solar System
Exploration.
NASA's Planetary Geosciences Programs (the Planeta_, Geolo_, and Geophysics and the Planeta_' Material and
Geochemistry Programs) provide support and an organizational framework fbr scientific research on solid bodies of
the solar system. These research and analysis programs support scientific research aimed at increasing our
understanding of the physical, chemical and dynamic nature of the solid bodies of the solar system: the Moon, the
terrestrial planets, the satellites of the outer planets, the rings, the asteroids, and the comets. This research is
conducted using a varlet 3' of methods: laborato_' experiments, theoretical approaches, data analysis, and Earth
analog techniques. Through research supported by these programs, we are expanding our understanding of the
origin and evolution of the Solar System.
This document is intended to provide an overview of the more significant scientific findings and discoveries made
this year by scientists supported by the Planeta_, Geosciences Program. To a large degree, these results and
discoveries are the measure of success of the programs.
The scientists responsible for these major scientific discoveries and advances have provided short articles describing
their research mad its importance in the context of the larger problems in Planetary Geosciences. These short articles
have been edited and incorporated into this document by an editorial board that consists of Maria Zuber
(NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center), Odette James (U. S. Geological Survey), Glenn/vicPherson (Smithsonian
Museum of Natural HistoD,), Jonathan Lunine (University of Arizona), and Roger Phillips (Southern Methodist
University,).
Joseph M. Boyce
Discipline Scientist
Planetary Geosciences Programs
Solar System Exploration Division
Office of Space Science and Application
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ANCIENT
MARTIAN
OCEANS
Victor R. Baker and
Robert G. Strom
Department of Planetary Sciences
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
1)iscovcries in science include
both new information about nature, and
new ways of interpreting the scientific
intbrmation already in hand. We report here
on a new understanding of global environ-
mental change on Mars achieved from a
study of existing data. This view of climatic
changc on Mars struck us as we pondered a
great varie_' or" pcrplcxing surface f_:aturcs
on thc planet.
For many ycars, like other
plancta U geologists, wc wcrc puzzled by
numerous enigmas on Mars. Why did some
portions of the surt_cc seem to have very low
crosion rates, while other areas have f'brms
indicating intense degradation by erosional
processes? Why did numerous valleys and
channels fbrm during the martian past, when
the modern climate is too cold and dn/for
active water flow? How could water have
movcd to replenish ancient streams when
the modem atmosphere has less than 1/100
the pressure of that on Earth!
Thc answer to these and othcr
martian dilemmas can be provided by past
cpisodcs of temporary ocean formation. We
conclude that vast areas of the northern
lowland plains on this dr)', desert planet
were sporadically inundated by huge
quantities of water (Fig. 1). Repeated
formation and dissipation of this ocean,
which we name Occanus Borealis, resulted
in relatively warm, wet climatic epochs that
favored the development of glaciers in thc
s(mthern hemisphere and highlands of Mars.
Lake (ormation, melting of permafrost,
active landsliding, and erosion of old craters
all seem to have occurred during tcmporaq,
warm, wet (maritime) intervals of martian
climate. When the oceans gradually
evaporated or f?ozc, the planet returned to
its cold, dry, condition with its watcr trapped
as ground ice in underground permafrost. It
is this cold, dr), mode that presently
characterizes Mars.
Earliest martian geological
processes include very high rates of impact
cratering and widespread volcanism. During
this early epoch (Noachian time), rainfall
and surface-water flow in valleys occurred,
probably because of a persistent hydro-
logical cycle invoMng long-term residence
of water in an ocean. As impacting rates
declined and volcanism became concen-
trated in local areas, this primordial ocean
F(a. 1. Polar projection of shoreline
features in the northern plains of
Mars as interpreted by Timothy J.
Parker, R. Stephen Saunders, and
I)alc M. Schneeberger. l)irections of
outflow channel inputs to ()ceanus
Borealis are indicated by the blue
arrows. A possible high stand of"
Oceanus Borea[is is indicated by the
green boundam line and blue
shadD_#. The red boundary line
indicates the extent of a smaller,
younger water body. "lhe exact ages _"
these episodes will remain somewhat
speculative until further work is done.
The oldest phase seems to have
occurred after the cessation of high
impacti,t_ t rates (in Hesperian time).
The youngest ocean Jbrmation may
have occurred during Amazonian
time, tht" youngest pe_)M of martian
histo_ (but still as much as a billion
or more years ago).
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation _"
various ocean-land-atmosphere
interactions associated with the
formation o3" Oceanus Borealis.
Volcanism and heat flow (red
arrows) drive hydrothermal
groundwater circulation and
outburst floodiJ(g from permafrost-
ground ice storage reservoirs in the
upper martian crust. Outburst
flooding (large blue arrow) delive_
immense discharges to northern
plains, resulting in large fluxes of
water (from evaporation) and
carbon dioxide Orrom water attack on
the polar CO_, cap and from solution
in released ground water). Warmed
by these greenhouse gases, the
maritime atmosphere precipitates
snow to/brm glaciers in the southern
polar regions to supply lakes and
overland flow (OF) features (stream
valleys) at lower latitudes. Adsorbed
CO: may be released from the upper
layers _f the martian crust to further
enhance the greenhouse warming.
Recharge and ground-water (GW)
flow will complete the cycling of water
back to its major planeta U sink at
Oceanus Boreal#. Unlike Earth,
however, this dynamical cycling did
not /}mction continuously in martian
history. The ocean or smaller
lacuaIrine bodies formed sporadically.
disappeared. Its sporadic reappearance in
later martian history is recorded by Oceanus
Borcalis sediments and landfbrms that were
described by several investigators prior to
our work. The oceanic evidence was
assembled most impressively by T.J. Parker,
R. S. Saunders, and D. M. Schneebergcr of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technolog3,. Stimulated by their
work and by a vast array of studies by many
planetary geologists, wc developed the
fbllowing global model of ocean fbrmation
on Mars.
Our model arose intuitively
from experience with martian phenomena
and from hypothesizing the origin and
consequences of an ocean. Figure 2 shows
the major flows of mass and energy
associated with this martian hydrok)gical
cycling. During later martian histoq,, huge
concentrations of molten rock (magma)
were concentrated at one local region of the
planet, the Tharsis volcano area. Massive and
rapid emplacement of magma beneath this
bulging zone of anomalous heating melted
large amounts of ground ice, drMng it into
fractures on the margins of the Tharsis
bulge. The water burst on to the surf'ace at
great outflow channels heading at these
fractures. Driven by volcanic heat, the
cataclysmic outburst floods of water and mud
carved immense, spectacular channels, tens of
miles wide. The wama water inundated the
northern plains of Mars, vaporizing the north
polar cap of carbon dioxide ice.
The cataclysmic ocean for-
marion had an immediate climatic influence.
Both water (evaporated from the sea) and
carbon dioxide (from the polar cap) are
greenhouse gases. Just as human burning of
_bssil fuels is causing a global warming of
Earth, so the martian floods induced a
cataclysmic warming. As martian
temperatures rose, other water, frozen in
upland permafrost, was released to flow into
lakes or the Oceanus Borealis. The climate
moved to its maritime state, with
precipitation possible.
During the late phase of ocean
formation, much of the precipitation fell as
snow. Particularly near the south pole and in
upland areas, the snow accumulated to
thicknesses sufficient to form ice. As the
snow and ice built up, it flowed as glaciers.
The geological evidence indicates that the
glaciers advanced and retreated, much the
same as occurred in the Ice Ages of Earth.
Because the late Mars ocean was relatively
short-lived, this martian glacial epoch was
also very brid_ Figure 3 shows the planetary
relationships during transient ocean
fimnation.
Occanus Borcalis was probably
a persistent feature earl), in Mars histor),. At
that time the planet was experiencing a
relatively high rate of impacting objects. The
dense water and carbon dioxide atmosphere
allowed precipitation as rain, resulting in the
widespread valley networks of the martian
uplands. However, water was being lost
because of dissociation in the upper
atmosphere of the planet. The hydrogen was
lost to space while the oxygen contributed to
the red color of the planet by oxidizing
various materials. Eventually water loss and
precipitation of the carbon dioxidc as
carbonate rock reduced the a_mosphcric
pressure below the lcvd fi_r maintaining the
ocean. Most of the water was ,_equestercd
into the vet3' permeable rocks of the planet,
where it comprised ice in a pcrmafi'ost.
The ocean was able to reform
much later in the planet's historx becanse of
the Tharsis volcanism described above.
Oceans tk)rmed by cataclysmic water
outbursts were smaller than the original one
because of the water loss by hydrogen
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cscapc. However, the younger oceans wcrc
big enough to tcmporarily modit\' the
climate, producing the c,dgmas that had
bothcrcd us aboul thc martian surface.
The abm'c model has com-
pletely changed how wc vic'_'(Mars. Instead
of a cold, dry world with st,'angc ti:aturcs
inconsistent with its modcrll climate, wc
now scc a more Earth like planet. 1)uring its
carl}' history, Mars was vcrv watcr-rich, and
it SCClnSto havc had a watery atmosphcrc.
Unlike Earth, thc rocks and landscapes of
Mars' first billion years of history arc wcll
prcscrxcd. Did lift tbrm in the cariv martian
ocean? If so, fi)ssils of that lifc might bc
prcscnt and available tbr discovcrv by a futurc
geological exploratory mission. On Earth, wc
have little or no material kit from that early
period bccausc of the activc rcworking of
the planct's surface. The stable martian
surlhcc is a lmiquc rccord of'the same watery
past that charactcrizcd our own planct.
Mars and Earth arc the only
known planets on which watcr has moved in
a dynamic cvclc from its reservoir in the
occan to rainthll, flowing rivcrs, and back to
the sea. This samc cyclc, thc hydrological
cycle, is the sourcc and the maintaincr of lift
on Earth. Might it have scr_'cd as the source
for liti: on Mars as well? Wc may find thc
ans_vcr to thc origin of lift on Mars rathcr
than on Earth.
Sometimes science is vicwcd as
a monolithic enterprise o( computers,
laboratory equipment, and individual
theorists. _,i¢ctbrgct that scicncc is a group
cxcrcisc in which pcoplc make scnsc, a kind
ofcomm(m sense, out of the world in which
they live.
Wc tiecl wc have tbund a way to
make scnsc out O[" what sccmcd to bc
pcrplcxing problems c)f past cnviro,mlcntal
change on thc planet Mars. The way that
this has changcd our view givcs hope that a
similar scnsc can bc achicvcd about the
perplexing problcms of fllturc cnviron
mental changc on the planet Earth. Is thcrc
something ill the existing information that
wc arc just not sccing? Can one simplc idca
give us the cluc to how it all fits into a
pattern?
Wc havc a new confidcncc on
how Mars works as a planct, how its watcr-
rclatcd systems have cvolvcd through time.
Wc nccd a similar confidcncc for Earth.
Rather than idcalizcd futurc "scenarios"
givcn to us by conl[_utcrs, wc nccd all
understanding of how the wholc planct
works. If wc call figure it out R_r a slightly
smaller, slightly coldcr _crsion of Earth
known as Mars, that proccss of COlllmOll
scnsc should allow us the same rcvclation
about Earth and its global changcs. As thc
philosopher William Clifford oncc said of
scicncc "...thc truth at which it arrivcs is not
that which wc call ideally contcmplatc
without error, but that which wc may act
upon without ti:ar."
Fifl. 3. Sketch map o/"the" J_,cstcrn hemisphere ¢!l'Malx showi W the rclatiomhips
bctwcoi areas ¢_[alaciation in the southern hemisphere and Occamts Boreal# in
the ,wrthcrn hemisphere. "lbc outflon, chamtcl dischawcs wcrc directed as shmvn In,
thc bluc arrmvs. Note the Jvlationship o[ the discharac sourco, includiJ(a Vallcs
Marillcris, to the"sore" o/' 7harsis volcanism. 01tr prclimina O' calculatiom
indicate that the immcmc discharacs ff thc outfio,, dmnncls could havc filh'd the
Occamts Borcalis basi_l m a pcriod bcnvcc,l about 2 and 40 n,ccks. "lbc indicated
l,,atcr vohtmcs could hal,c bccu supplicd fivm a 7rater-rich pcrmaf)'mr lawr on the
order qt'1 kibme'tcr thick that Ji,as draim'd to the outflolv chanm'l heads n,ith
cm'Wy supplied by massive 1,olcamsm. It is [ikch, that i,olcamsm cmlccntratcd at
"llmrsis because a.t'a zorn: _{/"unusually In[oh hcat fb_l, tlmt prodttccd sporadic
upJvclliW ff molten rockfi'om the deW martian imcrior.
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CONSTRAINTS
ON THE
STRUCTURE
AND
EVOLUTION
OFTHE
THARSIS
REGION OF
MARS
W. Bruce Banerdt and
Matthew P. Golombek
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
The immense Tharsis rise of
Mars is of a scale unrivaled in the solar
system. It is a roughly circular area 2000
miles in diameter that ascends more than 7
miles above the surrounding plains (Fig. 1 ).
Dominating the western hemisphere of the
planet, it is intensely fractured by grabens
(narrow, fhult-bounded valleys) that extend
radially from its ccntcr to hundreds of miles
beyond the rise and is ringed by
compressional ridges that fbrmed over 1200
miles from its center. Its immense geological
influcncc, im,olving an entire hemisphere of
Mars, gives it a central role in the thcrmal
and tectonic evolution of the planet, and has
stimulated a number of studies attcmpting
to dcterminc the structure beneath the
surface of this unique feature and thc
sequence of events responsible for its
formation.
Both geophysics and geology
can provide clues to these problems.
Geophysical evidence is obtained primarily
from the ratio of gravitational acceleration
to topography as a function of wavelength.
Most large-scale elevated topography on
Earth is found to be in "isostatic
compensation." This means that large
mountains are virtually "floating" on the
relatively ductilc upper mantle, which
requires that the crust beneath them
"compensate" for the extra mass of the
mountains either by a greater thickness or
lower density. The depth at which this
compensation occurs, usually a few tens of
miles in the Earth, can be derived from the
gravity-to-topography ratio.
For Tharsis, the calculated
depth of compensation derived from thcsc
ratios ranges from 650 miles at a wavelength
of 6600 miles to about 60 miles for the
shorter wavelengths. It can be shown that
this implies a large excess of gravity, at long
wavelengths relative to that which can be
explained by simple compensation models.
There arc a limited number of ways to
realistically accommodate this. One method
is to assume two-level isostatic
compensation. This model requires massive
removal of crust (dccrcasing its thickness by
as much as 40 miles) and support by an
immobile 200 to 300 mile thick layer of low
dcnsity mantle that has undergone somc
degree of melting, with the melt products
(magma) having been moved to the surface
by volcanism.
Another possibility is that the
huge topographic load of Tharsis is
supported by mantle convection, which
would require a single, immense, upwelling
plume that has not moved significantly with
respect to Tharsis tbr more than a billion
years. Thc third possibility is that the load is
largcly supported by the strength of the
lithosphere (the rigid outer shell of a planet),
just as a beam supports the structure of a
building. In this case, a modestly thickcned
crust is required with a lithosphere at least
60 milcs thick, capable of supporting large
elastic stresses by bending.
GeoloD, provides infi_rmation
on strain in the crust as a function of time.
Faulting activity around Tharsis has been
both long-lived and varied, involving local,
regional, and full hemispheric events. Three
distinct hemispbere-wide episodes have been
recognized. A radial system of grabens
centered on Syria Planum marks the first
unequivocal tectonic event in the formation
of Tharsis. This fracture system can be traced
from near the center of the rise to well
beyond its flanks. Somewhat later, massive
outpourings of fissure volcanics tbrmed the
surthce of I,unae Planum and similarly aged
plains surrounding Tharsis (the so-called
ridged plains). Shortly after deposition, these
plains were dcfi_rmed by compressional
ridges with a pattern concentric to a point in
Syria Planum. Still later, another major
radially orientcd normal fauhing event
occurred, this timc centered near Pavonis
Mons.
The geological and geophysical
inlbrmation dcscribed abovc can bc linked
via theoretical stress modcls. In broad terms,
three distinct thult patterns can be generated
at the surface of a spherical shell (e.g., the
lithosphere) that supports a roughly circular
topographic high whose dimensions are
comparable to the radius of the planct. If the
topography is due to uplift forces from
beneath and the shell bends elastically,
circumferentially oriented extensional
fcaturcs (e.g., grabens) within the raised area
and radially oriented compressional ikatures
4
'_,," '_,io,",L ['k(3E
(e.g., thrust faults which may be expressed
as ridges at the surface) in the periphen., are
predicted. In contrast, a surfacc load that
causes subsidence will induce
circumferential ridges within the loaded
region and radial extensional faulting farther
out. Isostatic support of topography
without support by bending strcsscs will
result in radially oriented normal faulting in
a region around the topographic comer and
circumferential ridge formation near its
edges. Stresses due to convective support of
topography are still under stud}', but the
deformation patterns arc likely to bc similar
to thosc of the uplift casc.
These results place strong
constraints on the evolution of Tharsis.
Uplift will form circumfcrentially oriented
grabens, which are not common on Tharsis.
Thus, this mechanism can bc ruled out for
all but perhaps the earliest stages of
fbrmation. Circumfcrcntially oriented ridges
near the edge of the rise are a feature of
both isostasy and subsidence, with the
tbrmer extending the ridge zone outward
and the latter extending it imvard. The
observed distribution of ridges tends to
marginally favor an isostatic regime. The
most clear-cut distinction between thcsc
two cases, however, is in the respective
regions of radial extensional faulting. Inner
radial faulting is possible only tbr isostasy,
whereas outer radial faulting can occur only
with subsidence. The conditions under
which these two patterns form should bc
mutually exclusive. However, detailed
stratigraphic mapping has shown that both
inncr and outer radial faulting occurred
contemporaneously over a considcrable
interval of Tharsis history. Thus, there
appears to be a fundamental contradiction
between model rcsults and obscrx'ation.
The gravity observations,
along with the difficulties inhercnt in
creating a realistic isostatic structure, argue
for flexura[ support of the Tharsis load.
Additionally, most of the regional tectonic
deformation, with the notable exception of
the inner radial faulting, is consistent with
subsidcnce of the lithospherc. We contend
that the lbrmation of the inner radial fault
pattern is a natural consequence of the
thickened crust and higher heat flow
resulting from the cxtrusivc and intrusive
volcanic construction of the Tharsis rise.
Thc stress models described
above assumc that the load is supportcd by
a homogeneous elastic shell. But the actual
mechanical behavior of the lithosphere is
undoubtedly more complex. Laboratory
Fig. 1. Photomosaic of western equatorial region of Mars, displaying the vast
extent of Tharsis (the dashed line approximates the three-mile elevation contour).
Shown prominently are Valles Marineris (the large trough extending about
2000 miles in the center of the image) and the three large 77mrsis Montes shield
volcanoes (each more than 16 miles in elevation). The center of the 77Jarsis rise is
within the jumbled series of troughs called Noctis La_rinthus at the weste_, end
of Valles Marineris. 77Je elevation increases by about 7 miles from the eastern
end of Valles Marineris to Noetis Lalo.,rinthus. Concentric compressional tectonic
features and radial extensional tectonic features (Valles Marineris is a huge
rift) cover most of the field of view and are centered near the high point in Noctis
Lab_'inthus. (Image comce O,of Al McEwen, U.S.G.S., Flagstaff.)
and field mcasurcmcnts on Earth indicate
that the lithosphere may have two strong
zones separated by a wcak ductile layer in
the lower crust. T'he existence (ff this layer
dcpends on the crustal thickness and
thermal gradient, with larger v_ues of either
of these paramctcrs making such a laver
more pronotlIlced.
If Tharsis was formed by
construction, it will act as a flexural load on
the elastic lithosphere. Far from Tharsis, the
elastic lithosphere will indudc both the crust
and upper mantle. However, within Tharsis
itself the thickened crust and high heat flow
will act to dccouplc thc upper crust from the
strong zone in the upper mamlc. In this
situation, the upper mantle strong layer,
which constitutes most of the lithosphere in
either case, _11 dcfbrm as part of the global
shell, transffrring flcxural stresses and
displacements to thc rest of the shell. Thc
relatively thin, brittlc uppcr crustal layer will
ddbrm not as part of the greater shall, but
rather as a sphcrical cap with a lubricated
lower surface and a peripheral boundary
which is fixed to the global shell (Fig. 2i.
This cap will respond primarily to spreading
fbrces and mcmbranc stresses induced by the
subsidence of the lithosphere. Both of these
processes will lead to radial faulting within
the highland area. Outside this region of
dccouplcd crust, faulting will bc due to
flcxural stresses caused by the overall
lithosphere subsidcncc. Radial compression
is likely to be conccntratcd near the
boundary of the two regions, resulting in
the cnhanccd formation of conccntric
wrinkle ridges.
Thus, this model provides a
self-consistent cxplanation for the key
gcophysical and gcological obscrvations
relating to the structurc and history of
Tharsis. If confirmed, it can providc
important constraints on thc crustal volume,
volcanic history, and thcrmal evolution of
Mars. The Mars Observer mission, duc to bc
launched in 1992, will provide detailed
gravity and topography maps of the planet.
Thcsc new data will provide important
infi)rmation to test this and other competing
models fbr the fbrmation and structurc of
Tharsis.
T
Combined Lithosphere
,1
Brittle Crustal Layer
_ ........ Weak Crustal Zone ......... _
Strong Mantle Layer
I
Asthenosphere
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposcd model, showing the thickened crust beneath the "IIJarsis bulge which rcsults in a
thin, brittle, elastic crustal layer at the surface that is separated JJ'om the stroW elastic laver in the upper mantle &, a
weak, ductile zone in the lower crust.
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"NIGHTFALL"
AND THE
ORIGIN OF
PLANETARY
SYSTEMS
David (2 Black, Amanda Eck, and
A.A. Jackson
Lunar and Planetary Institute
Houston, TX
One of the bcttcr known works
of Isaac Asinlov is entitled "Nightf:all." It
deals with a civilization on a planct that
orbits in a scxtuplc stellar system (i.e. six
"suns"). A COllSCqtlcnce of this unusual
celestial configuration is that the planet
experiences daylight tbr some two millennia;
nightthll is a rare and destabilizing social
experience tbr the denizens of this fictitious
planet.
,Mthough scxtuplc star systems
such as that in Asimov's story arc rare,
nature does appear to preferentially form
stars in at least binary (two star) svstcnls. It
is estimated (from lilnitcd observations) that
perhaps seventy percent of stars arc
members of binaries, and the percentage
could be significantly greater. All of the
nearest ten star svStClllS to the Stln arc
multiple; the closest star of all, 0t-Ccntauri,
is a triple star system. In fhct, it is stars such
as our Sun, which is a single star, that appear
to bc uxlustla].
Givcn the current intcrcst ill
thc possible cxistcncc ofliti: clscwherc in thc
universe, it is natural to ask the related
question of whether thcrc arc planets
around other stars and, if so, what kinds of
stars or star systems arc most likclv to havc
thcIn. Wc do not vet have the means to
detect directly planet-sized bodies arotmd
CVCll tile nearest stars, so obscrvatiolaS
cannot vct answer the qucstion of whcthcr
multiple star systems can havc planets.
LJnfortunatclv, the existence of planetary
systems ill association with tnultiplc stars is
,tim a x'cn' ditticult theoretical question. Ill
the first place wc don't know whcthcr thc
process by which multiplc stars arc formed
permits tbrmation of planetary systcnls, but
cvcn if it does there is the difficult physics
problem of whether such planetal T systems
could remain dynamically stable under the
gravitational infltlcncc of tax'()or more suns.
The problem of stability of
celestial systems is nearly as old as astronomy
itself. For systems with nlorc than two
conlponcllts (e.g., two stars and one or
more planets), a reasonable starting place tbr
calculating stability is the classic so-called
"three-body" approximation. The work
described below is from research that wc
and others have conducted over the past
decade, as parts of beginning efforts to
examine theoretically how and trader what
conditions stablc planetary systems call
CVOIvc, and whcthcr analogs to Asimov's
world, or to thc world depicted so vMdlv in
the painting by astromcr/artist Willianl
Hartmann of Arizona (Fig. 1 ), exist in
nattlrc.
It is convenient to discuss
"thrcc-bodv" plallctary modcls in tcnns of
three possible configurations bctwccn a
planet and its associated multiplc stars. In
one, rcfi:rrcd tt) as the "outer planet" case,
the small planctaq' body rcvolvcs around thc
bina D' stellar system as a whole rather than
around one of the stars. In the sccond,
called the "inner planet" case, the planet
revolves around the more massive of the
two stars. The third is rcti:rrcd to as the
"satcllitc" casc, in which the planet revolves
around the less massivc t)f the two stars
(similar to the way the Moon revolves
around the Earth ill the Sun-Earth "bina 0'
system").
A recent attempt to analyze a
three body celestial system was by F.
Graziani (i_'nivcrsitv o(" Minnesota) and
D.C. Black in 1982, who studied the very
simple case of two equal sized planets
orbiting a single star. Using a relatively
simple mathematical expression fi_r the
relative distances and masses of the three
bodies, they showcd that a critical nlass
combination lcd tt) thc onset of instabiliw.
Their cxprcssion was gcncralizcd latcr by
onc of us (Black) to describe thc onset of
instability in all kinds of planctar3' systems,
but especially onc invoMng lnultiplc stars
(still assuming just three bodics).
hadcpcndcntly, V. Szcbchclv
University of Texas) and his co workers
used a vcr_' ditti:rcnt approach to cxalninc
the stability of three-body svstcins. They
wcrc able to show that the three classes
described above give rise to three distinct
stability curves. What is significant is that
when the results of Szcbchclv and his co-
workers arc cast ill terms of tile same
parameters used by Graziani and Black, they
match well the results of the Graziani-Black
model. Furthermore, the Graziani-Black
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Fig. 1. A view of the binary star
wtem comprised of" the star Antares
and its white dwarf companion from
the surface of a hypothetical planeta U
companion to those stars (painting &,
William Hm_tmann ).
model appears to describe stability.' fbr both
the restricted and the general three-body
problem. The agreement between the two
approaches suggests that the approximation
of Black and Graziani is a reasonable
description of the onset of instability in a
three body system.
Planets And Binary Systems
While these studies do not yield
a single parameter that describes whether
planetary systems associated with binary
stellar systems xx_llbe stable, they do provide
a means of placing limits on the sizes and
placement of orbits tbr stability given the
masses both of the stars and of the
hypothetical planet. Observations indicate
that the most likcly outcome of binaq, star
formation is that the stars will be of nearly
equal mass. For such a case, the calculations
suggest that stable planetary orbits arc
possible it" either (1) the planet revolves
outside the binary at a distance that is at
least five times thc separation of the
binaries, or (2) the planet revolves about
either of the stars at a distance that is n__Q
greater than about onc-fitih the separation
of the binaq' stars.
The studies cited here indicate
that plancta q" systems can indeed be stable
in association with binary star systems, but
there are restrictions on where the planets
can be. What these studics do not address is
whether planets would cvcr form in binary
star systems in the first place. That is a t_r
more difficult problem, one whose solution
will follow from a better understanding of
how planeta D, systenls R)rm ill association
with single stars, such as the Sun. To that
problem we now turn in the final part of this
paper.
Stability And The Formation Of
Planetary Systems
Our understanding of bow the
solar system fl)r,ncd has increased
significantly in the past t_vo decades. One
key to this increase has been the
development of more complete theoretical
models of what are thought to have been the
major processes in the tbrmation and early
evolution of the solar system.
It is generally accepted that the
planetary members of the solar system
fi)rmed from a rotating disk of gas and dust.
Observations of young stars indicate the
presence of such disks, supporting the notion
that disks are a basic result of the star
formation process. It is thus not
unreasonable to suppose that many stars
have planetary companions even though, as
noted earlier, none have been detected at
this time (popular reports to the contrau).
There is as yet little understanding of what
controls the masses and locations of the
planets that might tbrm out of these disks.
Our admittedly simplistic approach to this
last question is to examine how orbital
stabilig' considerations of the D'pe described
above might set limits on forming planctaD'
systerus.
We start by using the
mathematical model fbr a prcsolar gas disk as
proposed by T. Nakano of Tokyo Universit)',
and apply it to the case of forming giant
gaseous planets like Jupiter and Saturn. We
necessarily make certain assumptions, for
example, that all of the mass in a given part
of the disk is accrcted into a planet. Our
goal is to determine what kinds of disk
configurations (size, density, mass
distribution) permit the lbrmation of pairs
of planets, having masses comparable to
those of Jupiter or Saturn, that are orbitally
stable.
Results from a series of
calculations indicate that pairs of ve_, large
planets (Jupiter-like) should be able to tbrm
in stable orbits around stars with masses less
than 3-4 times the mass of the Sun,
provided the nebula from which they fi)rm
is of modest density. However, it would
appear to be very difficult to form such
plat_ets in stable orbits around stars o{ any
mass if their parent nebula is veo' dense.
While these very preliminary
rcsutts should not bc ovcrintcrprctcd, they
arc instructive because they indicate that
Nakano-type disks may have difficulty
fbrming planets in stable orbits around stars
that are more than about t_4ce the mass of
the Sun. The results also indicate that planet
formation from dcnsc, compact disks is less
likcly to yield stable planetary systems with
massive planets than is the case for
tbrmation from less dense disks. We arc in
the process of continuing these studics using
more "realistic" models of planetary
fbrmation within a variety of disk models.
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Wc now have a fairly good
working outline fbr the sequence of events
that led to the t'ormation of our solar
system. Some 4.5 billion years ago, a small
clump in a cloud of gas and dust moving
through our galaxy began to contract under
its own self-gravitation. The contraction
accelerated and became a rapid collapse,
with thc inward motions becoming
supersonic. About a million ),cars later, the
collapse had largely stopped, leaving behind
the earl)' Sun, located at the center of a
rotating gaseous disk called the solar nebula.
The planets of our solar system fbrmed over
the next 100 million ),cars or so from the
gas and dust of the solar nebula.
While the hypothesis that the
planets formed out of the same rotating
cloud as the Sun was first advanced several
hundred },ears ago by Laplace, it has only
bccn in the last few decades that serious
work on uncovering the secrets of our solar
system's formation has taken place. The
Laplacian hypothesis has received strong
support recently from observations of young
stars fimilar to the earl), Sun, observations
that havc indicated the presence of rotating,
gaseous disks surrounding these objects.
Indeed, there really are no othcr hypotheses
fi)r planet formation under serious
consideration at present. However, there is
much that we do not yet know about how
planct fbrmation proceeded x_fithin the solar
nebula.
Three approaches characterize
our present cftbrts at undcrstanding solar
nebula evolution: (1) laboratory experi
ments on selected samples of the solar
system, particularly meteorites; (2)
astronomical observations of nearby young
stars that might be analogues tbr the carl),
Sun and solar nebula; and (3) theoretical
modeling of the processes that might have
occurred in the solar nebula. All three arc
crucial fi)r establishing a self-consistent
thco_, of the [brmation of our solar system;
here we will describe some recent theoretical
models that offer intriguing glimpses of
what processes might have occurred in the
solar nebula.
Theoretical models of solar
ncbula fi)rmation involve the solution of
mathematical equations that govern the
physical evolution of turbulent clouds of gas
collapsing under their own weight. Because
of the complexity of these equations, much
of the theoretical work has been based on
numerical solutions of the equations, that is,
sohxtions that arc obtained using powerful
computers. Our progress in deveh)ping
better numerical models of the solar nebula
has largely paralleled the development of
ever faster computers. The models shown
here were calculated over the last several
years on the Digital VAX computers and
Numcrix NMX 432 array processor of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington. The
latter machinc has recently been replaced
with an Apollo DN-10040 workstation, a
[bur processor computer that is effectively
about 14 times t_aster on these problems.
Because of the nature of the numerical code,
these theoretical models are processed t)ster
on the Apollo than on a CRAY-2 super-
computer! Fully three dimensional models
of the solar nebula can easily use all this
computer po_svr and more, 24 hours a day.
The figures show several
important aspects of the fbrmation phase of"
the solar nebula, befbre the planets began to
form. Figure 1 illustrates what the solar
nebula probably looked like on the largest
scale, as shown here about 16,000 AU
across, where an AU (1 Astronomical Unit
= 93 million miles) is the distance fi'om the
Earth to the Sun. The iui6al gas clot,d has
collapsed to tbrm a high density, flattened
pancake or disk, surrounded by a much
lower deusiD,, fatter donut of gas that is still
iqfalling abot, t a million ),ears after the
collapse first started. Note the extremely
low density regions (white color) directly
above and below the ccntcr of the figt,rc,
where the St, n is fi)rming. Thcse cavities arc
ne_u'ly devoid of gas because with little or no
rotational support, this gas ff.lls directly ()tit()
the early Sun. Gas _4th substantia] rotation
cnds t,p falling onto thc pancake.
Observations of young stars often detect
oppositcly directed streams of gas flowing
outward from the stars in similarly shaped
wind patterns; the cavities evident in figure
1 might very well have played a role in
channcling our Sun's early wind. The
cavities would _den with time as the wind
eroded the cavity walls, possibly until
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whatever remained of the solar nebula was
swept away to interstellar spacc.
Most of the gas in the solar
nebula probably ended up in the early Sun,
prior to the final clearing by the solar wind.
BccatLsc of" the mass of our planets, the mass
of the solar llcbula during planct formation
must bccn havc at least about 1% to 5% of
the mass of thc Sun. At cvcn carlicr times,
most of the mass of the Sun may have bccn
in the nebula, spread out to pcrhaps about
40 AU. ()nc key problem in understanding
the physics of thc solar nebula is finding a
mechanism to makc most of the gas in the
nebula movc inward to fbrm thc Sun, while
retaining sufficient gas in the ncbula to tbrm
the plancts, particularly the massivc giant
planets likc lt,pitcr and Saturn. Scvcral
mechanisms have bccn suggcstcd, such as
friction (viscosity) caused by turbulent
motions and magnetic rid&.
Figurc 2 shows a modcl that
suggcsts that a third lncchanism could have
bccn important for nebula cvolution. It" the
solar nebula became asymmctrical, for
example through thc formation of spiral
structure similar to that in spiral galaxies,
then this spiral structure can produce nebula
evolution. This happens because thc nebula
pulls on itself through the gravitational force
produced by the nebula's mass, and because
the ncbula is asymmctrical, gravity pulls on
some regions more allan othcrs, resulting in
an imbalance that movcs gas imvard to the
ccntral Sun, as dcsircd.
Thcsc new computcr modcls
also predict the temperature distribution in
tile solar ncbula, through the sotutioll of an
equation that govcrns the flow of radiation
(principally infrared and longer wavclcngth
light) through thc ncbula. This key
improvcmcnt over previous inodcls has
raised the possibilitT of the carlv solar nebula
Fig. I. Edge-on 1,it,, ,g'a comp,tcr
;;;odd of the solar nebula, the cloud of
gas and dust that fbrJncd our solar
._,rtcm. l)arkcr cobrs rcprt:_cnt higher
gas dc,sitit:_. 7he nebula is rotati W
about a vertical axis, a3zd has
flam',Jcd into a disk p,:rpcndicMar m
this ax#. The cadv Sun li,'s at thc _,cm,
center of the" nebula; the carh, solar
,,i;;d would hal,c b[ou, n out
prcfcrcntially throl(ah the "bipolar"
cavitit:_ aboJ,Cand bt'bJJ, tht" m:bula.
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Fig. 2. Face-on view of a solar nebula
model that has become significantly
asymmetrical. The early Sun lies
within the central bar; the bar and
spiral structures evident are capable
of making the nebula move onto the
earls, Sun in about a million years.
Darker colors represent higher gas
densities. Re, lion shown is 20 A U
across (1 A U = Ea_th-Sun distance =
9,3 million miles).
being substantially hotter than had
previously been thought to be the case. In
thct, the models imply that the solar nebula
may have had quite a range of temperatures,
fi-om about 2200°F at Earth's orbit, down
to about -440°F at Pluto's orbit. The
maximum temperature in the inner nebula
(ever)_vhere within about 4 AU of the Sun)
may have been about 2200 ° F because of the
presence of dust (iron) grains, which act like
a thermostat. When solid at temperatures
below 2200 ° F, the dust grains block the
oum'ard flow of radiation, and so the nebula
beats up; above 2200°F the grains evaporate
and the radiation escapes, cooling the cloud
back to around 2200 ° F.
Such a hot inner solar nebula
implies that if any of this matter was retained
in the planets or asteroids, most of it must
have had to cool and condense -- only a flew
"refractory" minerals would have escaped
vaporization at these temperatures. These
high inner nebula temperatures imply that
the inner planets would have been formed
fi'om rocky material and very, little gaseous or
volatile material, exactly as is observed.
However, the maximum nebula temperature
may have dropped precipitously to the ice
condensation point (about-189 ° F) outside
4 AU, i.e., just inside Jupiter's orbit. This
would have allowed water ice and other
volatiles to remain frozen and available for
planet formation in the giant pl,met region,
and would have allowed water gas from the
inner nebula to condense primarily in the
area of Jupiter's orbit, which may well have
aided lupiter in becoming the largest planet.
The outer planets thus may have had
available abundant icy material for
accumulation of their ice and rocky cores; in
addition, Jupiter and Saturn evidently were
able to pull in large amounts of hydrogen
and helium gas t?om the solar nebula, prior
to the final removal of the residual solar
nebula.
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Venus, the morning star, has
captured our attention for thousands of
years. First as a celestial body to bc revered,
and more recently in the novels of Jules
Vcrne and others, as a potential place for
human habitation. Unfortunately, we lcamed
from the earl), optical, radio and radar
observations of the planct that thc white
clouds which enshroud the planet mask one
of the most inhospitable places in the inner
solar system. The clouds are mainly sulthric
acid droplets, the atmosphere is mainly
carbon dioxide at a pressure ninety timcs that
of the Earth's atmosphere and the resulting
greenhouse effect has raised thc surface
temperature of the planet to about 1000 ° F.
So why are we still interested in Venus? The
main reason is that Venus is very Earth-like
in that the two planets have veq" similar sizes
and average densities. Studies of the
atmosphere, surt)ce and interior structure of
Venus have the potential to greatly increase
our understanding of the processes which
formed the Earth and are controlling its
evolution. Since there is no surface water on
Venus, there is veq' little erosion and the
sud)ce of the planet has retained, fbr much
longer than the Earth, the record of both the
tectonic and impact processes that fi)rmed it.
For the past thirt T years, Earth-
based radar systems have been used to stud),
the surfacc of Venus. By one of those
fortunate coincidences, Venus is the most
ideal of all the Earth-like planets fbr radar
observations and, bccausc of its permanent
cloud cover, the one whosc surface can onh'
be extensively explored by means of radar.
Over the years, in_provcmcnts in both the
sensitivity of Earth-based radars and in
observational tcchniqucs couplcd with the
availability of more and more powerful
computers, havc allowed radar imaging of
the planet's surface at higher and higher
resolution. In the 1960's, the horizontal
resolution was about 100 miles, in the
1970's, about 10 miles and in thc 1980's, 1
to 2 miles.
In the mid-1970's, NASA
providcd fimds to install a high powcrcd
transmittcr on the 1000 It. diamctcr radio
telcscope in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, which is
operated by Corncll University for the
National Science Foundation. During the
close approach of Venus to the Earth in
the summcr of 1988, this instrument was
used to obtain radar images of
approximatcly one-quarter of the planet's
surf_acc at low northern latitudes and in
the southern hemisphcrc. The resolution
of 1 to 2 miles is approximately the same
resolution as obtained by the radars on the
Soviet Vcnera 15 and 16 spacecraft in their
Fig. 1. An Arecibo image of two volcanoes on Venus, sir(to the _t#;t) and Gula Montes, superimposed on the altimet U of this
area obtained from the Pioneer Venus mission. The vertical t:vtent isgrcatly exaggeratcd; Sif Mons stands about 5,000 fi'et above
the surrounding terrain and the distance between the two mountains is 400 miles. The imaae shows that the bright lava flows
observed in the radar image do flow downhill away from the central areas of the volcanoes (this perspective image was produced
j?om the t_vodata setsby B.A. Campbell of the University of Hawaii).
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Fig. 2. A 4,000 by.2,200 mile
region centered on latitude 27°
south and longitude 350 ° east.
Alpha Regio, an area of cross
cutti_, ridges and valleys
called Tcssera, is at upper right
and three volcanic edifices,
Ushas, Innini and Hathor
Montes are in a N-S line down
the h'ft hand mawin. The
origin of the three prominent
circular feature's at left center is
still bci_ko debated, but arc
probably impact craters.
survey of the northernmost quarter of the
planet.
The new Arccibo data confirm
the results obtained from the Soviet Vcncra
15 and 16 data and previous Earth-bascd
obsen_ations. Compared with the Moon,
Mercuq, and Mars, relatively few impact
craters have been preserved on the surface
indicating that it is relatively young by
geological standards, with an average age
somewhere betwecn 250 and 1,000
million ),ears. The uncertainty arises from
our lack of lmowlcdgc of the rate at which
impact craters have been tbrmed on the
planet over the past few hundred million
)'ears. Current evidence from the new
Arecibo and Vcncra data indicates that the
primary process responsible for the
obliteration of impact craters is resurf_.cing
due to extensive volcanic activity rather
than erosional processes, as fbr the Earth's
continents, or large soak plate tectonics,
the mechanism which recycles the Earth's
ocean floors. Thcre is some still
inconclusive evidence that spreading
centers similar to the Earth's mid-oceanic
ridges may exist on Venus but real
evidence for their existence and their
importance in {brming the current surfhce
of thc planet wilt have to await rcsults from
thc Magcllan inission.
Several views of the surface of
the planet arc shown in thc figurcs. All of
the isolatcd mountains observed with the
radar altimeter on board the U.S. Pioneer
Venus Orbiter (PVO) appear in the
Arecibo images to be w_lcanic edifices.
Two of these, Sif and Gula Montcs, are
shown in Figure 1 where the radar image is
superimposed (m the altimctq' data from
PVO. Figure 2 shows an area
approximately 4,000 by 2,200 miles just
south of the equator. Alpha Rcgio, the
large high contrast feature at the upper
right, is an area where the surface has been
deformed into a series of cross cutting
ridges and valleys by a process which we
do not yet understand. Three volcanic
edifices lic along the left hand margin of
the image, again corresponding to
mountains in the PVO data. A number of
circular crater-like features can bc seen,
some of which arc thought to bc impact
craters whilc othcrs may bc of volcanic
origin.
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A number of large ovoidal
structurcs normalh' 200 to 400 miles across
were discovered in the Sovict Vencra data
and three cxamplcs can bc sccn in the
Arccibo imagc in Figurc 3, which covers an
area 2,000 by 1,500 relics at high southcnl
latitudes. Tl_csc t_aturcs, which havc bccn
named Coronac, arc thought to bc thc
surtacc expression of com'cctivc proccsscs in
the interior of the planet. The Corona in
the lower fight of thc image, at about 500
miles across, one of thc largest so {hr
discovcrcd, shows cvidcncc for significant
volcanic activity in its ccnter. Thc smaller
double-ringed structurc in thc upper left
hand comer of the imagc is thought to bca
large double-ringed impact crater about 80
l'nilcs in diamctcr.
The Magellan mission to Venus
will provide radar images of the planet's
surthcc at resolutions of 500 to 850 fleet, 10
times better than the results from the
Arccibo and Vcncra observations. These
lattcr obscr_'ations, plus the altimcm, data
from the Pionccr Vcnus mission, provided
t,s with an initial view of the planet's surthcc,
and a base from which the results thc
Magellan mission can bc undcrstood.
Fig. 3. 7his Arecibo radar imwc has
providcd our first look at this rcgiou
at high southcrn latitudes ou Venus.
It col,ers au area 2,000 by 1,500 miles
cc,itered ou latitude 6_ south aud
lo,(aitude 350 ° east. "Ihc double-
ringed structurc at upper ILJ't is
thought to bc au 80 mile diameter
impact crater, which has bccu uamcd
after thc great lt,omau ph):_icist, l.isc
McitJlcr. 7he other three circular
._-tructurcs arc thought to be the r_:_ult
_![com,ectivc processes iu the iuterior
of the plauct. Au extcusive volcauic
field cau be secu at upper ccutcr.
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While the inner planets and
their satcllites are mostly rocky, thc ot, ter
planets and their satellites, beginning at the
orbit of Jupiter, are made up of rock plus a
certain amount of condensed (i.e., liquid
and solid) volatiles such as water, ammonia,
and methane. On many of the satellites of
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, the
volatiles are plentiful enough to profoundly
influence the evolution of the satellites. For
instance, Jupiter's giant moons Ganymede
and Callisto are well over half water by
volume, probably most of it frozen. The
dramatic images returned by the Voyager
spacecraft of the surfaces of these two
satellites show the effects of water ice
creeping, flowing, and breaking under the
influence of tectonic fbrces like those that
build mountains and cause continents to
drift on our own planet. The Voyager
photos show that active tectonics occurs
(or did occur) on icy satellites throughout
the outer solar system. Even at its coldest
reaches, on Neptune's enigmatic giant
moon Triton, signs of a stretched, crept,
and otherwise deformed surface arc
ubiquitous.
The mechanical properties of
ices play a key role in determining how
internal forces affect the evolution of icy
moons. The spacing and depth of surfhce
faults depends on how easily ices fracture
under forces that push and pull. The
strength of ice under ductile conditions (i.e.,
in the absence of fracturing; so-called
"plastic" flow) determines the rate of
topographic relaxation (of', say, craters) and
influences the likelihood of internal
convection, which in turn strongly
influences the possibility of planeta_-scale
difli:rentiation. Difli:rentiation is usually the
result of a thermal runaway, which occurs
when a gravitationally unstable mixture (like
ice and rock) starts to melt. Paradoxically,
the stronger the ice, the greater the
possibility of planetary-scale melting and
differentiation. The reason for this is that
the main source of heat is usually internal to
a planet: the radioactive decay of certain
elements in the rocks. If heat can be
dissipated to the surfhce, say by solid-state
convection of ice, melting will not occur.
However, if ice is resistant to defbrmation,
dissipation of internal heat will not be
x
efficient, internal temperatures will rise, and
melting and difli:rentiation x_ill occur.
The mechanical propertics of
ices can be determined by cxpcrimcnt, and
we are conducting such experiments in joint
research at our laboratories. The apparatus
shown in Figure 1 is a high-pressure, low-
temperature deformation rig designed to
test the strength of frozen and partially
melted volatiles at temperatures and
pressures found on and within the icy
satellites. Hydrostatic presstires within the
steel vessel can reach 600 MPa (about
90,000 psi) (14.7 psi = atmospheric
pressure), simulating pressures to deep
within the mantles of the icy giants
Ganymede, Callisto, and Triton, and
throughout the interiors of the smallcr icy
moons of Saturn and Uranus.
Environmental temperatures are conm)lled
to as low as 77 K (-321 ° F) by immersing
the pressure vessel in a cold bath of liquid
nitrogen or liquid or frozen ethanol, thus
simulating the coldest surf:ace temperatures
on all the icy moons with the possible
exception of Triton, which may be a few
degrees cooler.
The only environmental vari-
able we can not simulate is thc imposed
defi)rmation (strain) ratc, a problem
inherent in all geological tests of this sort.
Large defbrmations are possible in geologic
time at exceedingly low defbrmation rates.
In the laboratory, we have only days or
weeks to produce the same dclbrmations, so
we must push the samples unnaturally hard
to make them dcfbrm unnaturally f_st. For
instance, we caq shorten our 2.5-inch-long
ice cylinders as slowly as 0.050" (2%) per
day. This is still at least 5 ordcrs of
magnitude ff.stcr than solid state c(mvection
runs in the interiors of planets. We hope on
the basis of undcrstanding the physics of
deformation that it is valid to extrapolate our
results to the slower ddbnnation rates.
To date, wc have testcd pure
water ice, ices of ammonia plus water,
mcthane plus water, and mixtures of water
ice plus silicatc dust. In addition to the
strength of the "ordinary" ice phase called
ice I, we have measured the strength of
scveral of the exotic high-pressure, high-
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F_. 1. Sketch and photograph _#'the
ice creep apparatus. 7be sample, a 63-
ram (2.5") lo_# b_, 25-ram (1 ")
diameter cylinder of polyc_Tstalline
ice, is contained under bydrostatic
confining pressure up to 600 Ml'a
(about 90,000 psi) by gas or liquid
inside the pressure vcssd. "Ibcsamph" is
compressed axially by the bottom
pfi'ton, which slides slow& upwards at
a constant rate through high-pressure
seals; the strength of the sample is
simp& the Jbrce required to ketT tbe
piston moving at tbe constant rate.
An isothermal bath around the
pressure vessel sets environmental
temperaturcs as low as 77 K.
density phases of water ice (namely, ices II,
III, and V) that arc expected to exist deep in
the interiors of the icy giants. Some (>f the
rcsuhs for ductile flow arc compared in
Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that all ices get
smmgcr with decreasing temperature, that
ice + silicate dust is stronger than ordinary
ice, that the presence of ammonia wcakcns
water ice considerably (especially as one
approaches 176 K ( 143° F), where a partial
melting occurs), that CH(H20 (called
mcthanc clathratc) has about the same
strength as water ice, and that ice II is
slightly stronger than ice I. Not shown in
Figure 2 is ice V, which is slightly weaker
than ice I, and ice III, which is a great dcal
weaker.
Our data arc applied quan-
titatively to the icy moons through the use
of computer models, although wc can sec
some qualitative indications directly. For
instancc, the low strength of ammonia-
watcr ices helps explain tectonic activity' on
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the small moons of Saturn and Uranus,
which arc expected to be relatively
ammonia rich, but which have cooler
interiors than the icy giants. Analysis of
surface topography suggests that the
outermost layers of Ganymede and Callisto
arc probably dim, ice: based on our data, a
surface layer of pure ice would result in
crater walls and basins relaxing more than
they actu_ly have.
Our results leave us tanta-
lizingly close to an answer to the so-called
Ganymcdc/Catlisto dichotomy. The two
moons arc ahnost twins in terms of size
and composition, but their external
appearance is very different. Ganymede
has more young surface and signs of
extensional tectonics (rifts, grabcns, and
the like) than Callisto. It has been
suggested that Ganymede differentiated
while Callisto did not, the result perhaps
of a subtle instability during the evolution
of the planet. Ice does dclbrm readily at
planetary temperatures and pressures, wc
now know, but perhaps not readily enough
to suit Ganymede's heat engine. Perhaps
the unusual weakness of ice III (at a depth
of a few hundred kilometers) played a role.
Wc have also learned a great
deal about the behavior of ice in the brittlc
field, where deformation occurs by
fracturing or by sliding on preexisting
fi'acturcs. Ice samples break at lower loads
than silicates, but the dcpth of fracturing
(sometimes called the depth of the brittle-
to-ductile transition) on, say, Ganymede is
still limited to about 3-6 miles by the low
plastic flow strength of ice relative to
silicates. In other words, below 3-6 miles
the stress required to break ice is higher
than the stress required to deform it
plastically. It is interesting that under
increased hydrostatic confinement the
strength of ice samples that arc already
faulted approaches that of unfaulted
samples, so the 3-6 mile brittle ductile
transition depth may not be strongly
influenced by whether or not a fracture
already exists. The presence of silicate dust
in the ice does not increase the fracture
strength (as it does the the plastic flow
strength) but it does promote ductili_,. The
effect of dirt in the crust of Ganymede
would thus bc to raise the brittle-ductile
Fig. 2. Strength of ice (i.e.,
dif]?rential stress supported by a
sample) vs. temperature and inverse
temperature for various _pes of ices.
Results are shown for pure water ices I
and II, /'or water ice with three
different volume percentaj_es SiO e
sand, for water plus two different
we_ht percentages ammonia (NH3),
and for methane clathrate
(CH4.6H20).
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HOW OLD
ARETHE
UREILITE
METEORITES?
Cyrena Anne Goodrich
Lunar and Planeta37 Laboratoly
University of Ari_na
Tucson, AZ 85721
Igneous mctcoritcs, callcd
achondritcs, arc rocks that in many ways
resemble igneous rocks O11 the i-]arth.
(Igncous rocks arc rocks that custallizcd
fi'Oln silicate liquids.)Thcv contain many of
thc mincrals fimnd in tcrrcstrial igncous
rocks, and thcsc minerals havc fi)rms and
spatial relations that arc similar to thosc of
their tcrrcstrial counterparts. Thus, igncous
mctcoritcs appear to bc products of igncous
ditti:rcntiation proccsscs (that is, melting,
crystallization, and physical separation of
crystals and liquid] on othcr planetary
bodics.
Dctcrmining the ages of
igneous mctcoritcs is cxtrcmclv important,
bccausc whcn an igncous mctcoritc |_.)l'lllcd
can indicate somcthing about the sizc,
idcntiD', and history of its parent body. In
ordcr to undergo igneous dit[crcntiation, a
planetary body must have an internal source
of heat sufficient to cause rocks to melt.
Tlais hcat is supplicd primarily by the
rcsidual cncrgy of accrction of the piancts
4.55 billion years ago and by decay of
Fig. I. A view of a thi_l slice oJ'Autarctic urcilitc ALHA7_SZ as sccn thrangh a
microscope with crossed polarizers. 71ac major minerals arc olil,inc (iron-mwncsium
silicate: and D,roxcJ*c(calcium-iro_t-mWm:_ium silicate).
naturally occurring radioactive elements.
The planets arc continually losing heat,
howcvcr. In gcncral, the smaller the
planetary body, the more quickly heat was
lost after accretion, and the shorter the
duration of igneous proccsscs. On the
l\'loozl, which has a radius only one quarter
that of the Earth, igneous pmccsscs had
virtually ccascd by about 2.5 billion years
ago. On the Earth, lava flows and explosive
volcanic eruptions likc that of Mount St.
Hclcns arc ample evidence that igneous
pmccsscs arc still occurring today.
Thc most abundant igncous
mctcoritcs arc the basaltic achondritcs, or
cucritcs. Thcsc havc bccn tbund to bc vcrv
old. The youngest age measured on a
cucritc is about 4.4 billion vcars. Thc very
old agcs of thcsc rocks suggcst that thcv
originated on a body cvcn smallcr than tbc
Moon. Onc widclv hcld h.vpothcsis is that
the cucritcs come thin1 Vesta, which is thc
third largcst asteroid.
Another vcry intcrcsting group
of igneous mctcoritcs is rcfcrrcd to as thc
SNC group (shcrgottitcs-nakhlitcs-
chassignitcs). These rocks have ages at least
as young as 1.3 billion years, and some
workcrs bclicvc thcv tbrmcd as rcccnth' as
180 million years ago. These relatively
young agcs indicatc that the SNC
mctcoritcs formcd on a relatively large
parcnt body. This finding is one oftl_c most
important picots of cvidcncc supporting the
popular hypothesis that the SNC mctcoritcs
come from Mars.
Thc sccond most abundant
igneous meteorites arc the urcilitcs. Urcilitcs
arc ult,amafic rocks (rocks vcrv rich in the
elements iron and ma_,ncsium). Thcv
consist mosth' of thc minerals olMnc (iron
magnesium silicatc)and pyroxcnc (calcium
iro,vmagncsium silicatc), and they rcscmbtc
rocks from thc Earth's mantle (Fig. 1'I.
Studies of the bulk compositions of thcsc
rocks and thc compositions, fl_rms, and
spatial rclations of their minerals havc shown
that they formcd by one of two typcs of
igneous proccsscs. :Fhc first alternative is
that they arc solid rcsiducs left behind aftcr
cxtcnsivc, incomplete melting and physical
cxtraction of the melt. Thc second
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alternative is that the}' arc aggregates of
crystals that _brmcd in a silicate melt and
wcrc physically concentrated. In either case,
the evidence suggests a parent body that has
experienced extensive igneous activity, and
may therefi)re be fairly large.
A serious contradiction in the
data arises, however, when the oxygen
isotopic characteristics of the ureilites are
also taken into account. The oxygen
isotope patterns of ureilites, recently
measured by Robert Clayton and his co-
workers (University of Chicago), indicate
that these rocks are not related to one
another by igneous processes. Rather they
seem to hc primitive material which has not
been fractionatcd relative to bulk solar-
system material. This contradiction,
between one set of evidence indicating
extensive igneous cvolution and the other
set indicating no igneous evolution, is not
encountered fbr any other group of kalown
meteorites. Determining the cause of this
contradiction constitutes the biggest
obstacle to understanding the geologic
history of the urcilitc parent body.
Until reccntly there were no
data on the age (or ages) of ureilites. Age
information could be critical to resoMng the
question of whether ureilites are primitive
material or are the products of complex and
extended planetary, igneous processes. With
this in mind, my co-workers P. Jonathan
Patchett, Michael J. Drake (Universig, of
Arizona, Tucson) and I undertook to
determine the ages of these rocks, using the
samarium-neodymium isotopic method.
The project was a potentially very difficult
one, because the concentrations of
neodymium and samarium in ureilites are
extremely low, hence the isotopic
compositions of these elements are very
difficult to measure precisely. We first
analyzed wholc-rock samples of several
different ureilites. Whole-rock analyses give
first-order age information. Analyses of
concentrates of the individual minerals
(mineral separates) gives more information
but is technically much more difficult.
The results of our whole-rock
analyses showed that seven samples taken
from three diflkrent ureilites (Kenna, Novo
Urci, and the Antarctic meteorite
ALHA77257) plot on a line on the standard
samarium-neodymium evolution diagram
(Fig. 2). When whole-rock sample data
define a linear array on this Wpc of diagram,
such an array can have two possible
interpretations. The first possibility, is that
the samples arc all related and all formed at
the same time. In this case the linear array is
called an isochron and its slope gives the
time the rocks formed. If the array on
Figure 2 is an isochron, the rocks formed
3.74 billion },ears ago. The second
possibility is that the samples consist of
mixes of varied proportions of two unrelated
end member components. In this case, the
linear array is called a mixing line, and its
slope has no age significancc.
For our data, wc originally
ff.vorcd the interpretation that thc array is a
mixing line, for two reasons. First,
mineralogic studies indicate that urcilites do
indeed appear to be mixtures of two
components. One is the olivine plus
pyroxenc asscmblagc that makes up the bulk
of the rocks, and the other is a minor,
unidentified component with an odd
composition. The fi)rmcr component has
been shown to have a vc_, high ratio of
samarium to neodymium and the latter has
been shown to have a veq_ low ratio of these
elements, so these components could easily
represent the two end members of a
samarium-ncodymiun_ mixing line.
The second reason we favored
a mixing interpretation is that we found that
whole-rock samples of three other ureilitcs
(Antarctic meteorites PCA82506,
ALHA82130, and META78008), which
appeared to be devoid of the second
component, had ages of 4.55 billion },ears
(as dctcrmined by the samarium-
neodymium method). This finding
suggested to us that the olivine plus
pyroxenc assemblage of the ureilites tbrmed
4.55 billion years ago, and that at some
later, undetermined time, thc second (low
samarium/neodymium) component was
introduced into the rocks. Our
interpretation supported the hypothesis that
urcilitcs are relatively primitive materials
rather than being the product of an
extended history of igneous processes.
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The next step of our project was
to test our hypothcsis by determining
whether the linear array shown in Figure 2 is
a mixing line or an isochron. To do this, it
was necessary to produce quite pure
concentrates of the individual minerals in the
ureilitcs and analyze these. We chose to
obtain a pyroxenc concentrate bccausc
pyroxenc has the highest neodymium
content of an}, of the major minerals in
urcilites. If the linear array is a mixing line, as
wc had hypothesized, the pyroxcnc should
have all age of 4.55 billion years.
Ahcrnativcly, if thc lincar array is an
isochron, the pyroxcne point should plot on
that line, indicating that it, as well as all the
othcr samples that plot on the same line,
came to chcmical equilibrium 3.74 billion
),ears ago.
The task of creating a pure
pyroxcne concentrate was a long, tedious
one. Pyroxene grains could only be reliably
separated from olivine and the other minor
constituents of the rocks by visual
identification, so we ground a sample of the
urcilite Kcnna to a very fine powder (70-100
micrometers) and picked out the fragments
of pyroxenc grains under a binocular
microscope. It took about ten months of
hand picking before we had minimally
enough pure pyroxenc to analyze. Because of
the very small mass of the concentrate, wc
analyzed it at the UniversiD, of Califbrnia, La
Jolla, where Dr. Guntcr Lugmair has
developed techniques fbr precise analysis of
veq, small amounts of neodymium.
The result of this analysis (Fig.
2) showed that, in contrast to our
expectation, the pyroxene plots on the 3.74
billion ',,ear line. Thus, this line must be an
isochron that gives the age of the three
urcilites Kenna, Nova Urei, and
ALHA77257. The geok)gic interpretation of
a 3.74 billion year agc for these rocks is,
however, still not clear cut. The simplest
possible interpretation is that they crystallized
from a silicate inch at this time, and this
possibility cannot bc ruled out. However,
this intcrprctatkm is not consistent with our
observation that the three other urcilitcs we
studied havc ages of 4.55 billion years.
Another possible interpretation is that
Kenna, Nova Urci, and ALHA77257
crystallized 4.55 billion years ago, but they
wcrc wholly or partly remehed 3.74 billion
)'ears ago. When they were rcmehed, they
came to chemical equilibrium with a
material having a low ratio of samarium to
neodymium. Distinguishing between these
two possibilities may depend upon
idcnti6'ing and understanding the nature of
the low samarium/neodymium component
of ureilites, a task which constitutes our next
goal.
Thus, our study has so t)r not
produced a simple answer to the question
"How old are ureilitcs?', nor has it resolved
the apparent contradiction betwcen the
oxygcn isotopic characteristics of these
rocks, which indicate they are primitive, and
the mineralogic characteristics, which
indicate they are not primitivc. However,
our work has shown that ureilites cannot bc
simply primitive materials that formed 4.55
billion },cars ago and remained undisturbed
since that time. Rather, they have had a
complex chemical and physical history, and
they must have tbrmed on a parent body
that experienced igneous activi_, at least as
recently as 3.74 billion },ears ago.
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Fig. 2. Standard samarium (Sm) - neodymium (Nd) isotopic evolution diagram, showing
linear array formed _ analyses of whole-rock samples of three ureilites -- Kenna (K), Nova
Urei, and Antarctic ureilite ALHA7725Z A p)_oxene concentrate (separate) plots along
this linear array, indicating that the line is an isochron (see text) and that the age of the
three urei l ites is 3.74 billion years.
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EVIDENCE
FOR
MAGMATIC
WATER ON
MARS
Marie C. Johnson, Malcolm J.
Rutherford, and Paul C. Hess
Department of Geological Sciences
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912
One of the man), enigmatic
ffatures on the surface of Mars is the system
of valleys that seems to be the result of water
erosion on a planet now containing very
little water. It is widely believed that Mars
once contained much more water than it
now does, but independent evidence has
been understandably lacking. The discoveD,
within the last ten ),ears that certain
meteorites may in fact be pieces of Mars,
ejected from its surface by giant impacts
long ago, promises to provide tangible
clues to the martian water budget in the
distant past.
These particular meteorites arc
igneous rocks, formed by solidification of
molten rock in a subterranean environment
where they cooled slowly. While other
meteorites thought to have tbrmcd in this
manner exist, what distinguishes the
"martian" ones are their relatively young
ages: virtually all other meteorites arc 4 1/2
billion )'cars old, as old as the solar system
itself, but a select small group (eight are
now known) arc much younger (less than
1 1/3 billion years). For a planet to have
such recent igneous activitT requires either
that it bc large enough (like Earth) to
prevent rapid cooling by conduction, or clsc
have an ongoing external energy source
(e.g. Jupiter's moon Io). Earth's Moon, for
example, long ago cooled to the point
where igneous activin, et_kctivcly ceased. A
martian origin for the eight "young"
meteorites is suggested by careful analysis of
rare gases, trapped within the rocks when
the giant impact that sent them flying into
space caused small pockets of the rock to
melt and dissolve atmospheric gas from the
parent planet. A comparison of these gases
with an analysis of the martian atmosphere
by the Viking spacecraft shows striking
similarities.
Igneous rocks can provide
much insight about the interior of the
planet, but independent knowledge is
required about the chemical compositions
both of the minerals in the rocks and the
melt from which they tbrmed. The latter is
tile more difficult to ascertain. On Earth, it
is often possible to find out directly, or at
least make a reasonable estimate, of the melt
composition. Unfortunately, this is not so
easy fbr the mctcoritcs in question because
these rocks tbrmcd dccp x_4thin the parent
planet, where crystals sank under the
influence of graviq' and became separated
from the liquid the}, cD'stallized fi'om. The
solution to the problem has been to
recognize and analyze small pockets of melt
that became trapped within the growing
crystals (Fig. 1). These melt inclusions can
either quench to a glass or else crystallize,
but because the)' are isolated from what is
going on outside of the cn/stal, they provide
a frozen-in sample of melt at an early stage
of its evolution. Detailed examination of
melt inclusions in several of the martian
meteorites has given intbrmation about the
martian interior at the time the rocks
tbrmed. Wc now know, fbr example, that
the martian melt compositions were broadly
similar to a common t31_e of volcanic rock
found on Earth (basalt) but richer in iron
and poorer in ahmfinum.
A more exciting discovery is
that the martian magmas contained
significant quantities of dissolved water.
This conclusion is based on the observation
that the melt inclusions contain minerals,
such as mica and amphibole, in which water
is an essential component. In fact,
laboraton, experiments have shown that the
melts from which those phases formed
must have had at least 4-5 wt.% dissolved
water. Theretbrc the trapped melt inclusion
must have had roughly this same water
content. This is strong evidence that Mars
contained magmatic water as recently as a
billion },ears ago.
This conclusion has important
implications for the evolution of the
martian atmosphere. For example, the thct
that so much water was present in the
martian interior 3 1/2 billion },ears alter
the planet fbrmcd means that the martian
volatile inventory (e.g. gases, water) is
more complicated than previously
suspected. If all of the volatiles that were
originally contained in the planet were
outgassed immediately after its accretion 4
1/2 billion )'ears ago, then some process
has acted to recycle volatiles back into the
martian interior. Alternatively, perhaps the
planet did not outgas completely and some
volatiles were retained in the interior,
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being slowly leaked to the surt:acc by
volcanic eruptions. The yen, nature of that
volcanism is itself strongly dependent on
thc presence of water in the melt. The
physical propcrtics of erupted magma (e.g.
viscosity), its chcmical composition, and
the style of volcanism (explosivc or
quicsccnt) all dcpcnd on the water content
of thc inch at depth and on the sur_lcc.
And, of course, the ability of a planct to
support life is critically dcpcndcnt on the
availability of liquid water. The results of
these studies suggcst that liquid water did
exist on blars in the past, thus giving
credence to the possibility that Mars may
oncc have supported lif_.
Fig. 1. l'hotomicro-
graph o/" a melt
inclusion in one tg'thc
martian meteorites.
Dark gray material is
glass (melt). Scale bar is
100 microns (-0.04 in).
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THE ANGRITE
METEORITES:
ENIGMATIC
ANCIENT
MELTS OF
SOLAR
SYSTEM
MATERIAL
John H. Jones
NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058
David W. Mittlefehldt
Lockheed ESC
Houston, TX 77058
The angfite meteorites are rare
and cnigmatic. These stoncs arc "basaltic"
meteorites (basalts are solidified lavas rich in
the clcments iron and magnesium). The),
have unusual elemental compositions and
their primitive isotopic compositions
indicate they are yen, ancient solar system
material. Only thrcc angrites have been
found (Fig. 1). The first Sell in Brazil in
1869 and is reffrred to as Angra dos Reis
(abbreviated AdoR). The other two were
fbund in Antarcftca in 1986 and 1987.
All three angrites contain the
minerals pyroxenc (calcium-magnesium-iron
silicate) and olivine (magnesium-iron
silicate), and the Antarctic angritcs also
contain the mineral anorthite (calcium-
ahlminum silicate). These minerals are of
similar, odd compositions in all three stones.
The pyroxenes, in particular, are very
unusual. They are much richer in aluminum
and titanium than pyroxenes in most othcr
t3._es of rocks. The olivines also are unusual
in that they arc high in calcium. No other
"basaltic" meteorites have similar pyroxene
as a major componcnt or have calcium-rich
olivine.
What is the origin of these
strange rocks and how are they related to
each other? Are angrites truly rare in the
solar system or is their rarity on Earth simply
an accident of sampling? Are the primitive
isotopic compositions related somehow to
the strangeness of the angrite elemental
compositions?
Early results. The first
concerted effort to undcrstand what at that
time was the only angrite was made in the
mid 1970's by Klaus Kcil (then at University
of New Mexico, Albuqucrquc; now at
University of Hawaii, Honoluhi), who
organized a consortium cflbrt to decipher
thc histon, of Angra dos Reis. The work of
this group led to two major conclusions.
First, Marry Prinz (then at University of
New Mexico, now at American Museum of
Natural History, New York) and his co-
workers concluded that AdoR, which
consists ahnost cntircly of pyroxcne, tbrmcd
by physical concentration of pyroxcnc
crystals that grew from a silicate melt.
Sccond, Gcrald Wasserburg and his co-
workcrs (Califbrnia Institute ofTechnolob_, ,
Pasadena) conchldcd that AdoR is reD' old
indeed -- thc pyroxene in this rock
crystallized about 4.6 billion years ago, at
about the time the solar system fi)rmcd.
This conclusion is bascd on mcasurcnlcnt of
ratios of the isotopcs of strontium.
Wasserburg and his co-workcrs found that
the raft() of stronftum-87 to stronftum-86 in
the melt when the pyroxene c_,stals fbrmed
was the low(st such ratio cvcr measured in a
basaltic rock. Because strontium-87 is
produced by the radioactive decay of
rubiditun-87, the amount of this isotopc is
continually increasing, whereas the amount
of strontium-86 remains constant.
Therefore, the older the rock, the less
strontium-87 there was when it fi)rmed, and
the lower its original ratio of stronftunl-87
to stronftum-86.
Rethinking the paradigm: the
next ten years. Qucstioning prcviously
accepted viewpoints is onc of the
corncrstoncs of the scicntific method.
Therefi)re, it was natural that thcre should
be some disagreement with thc model fbr
the tbrmation of AdoR outlined above. In
1982, John Jones (then at California
Institute of Technology) noted that AdoR is
comparatively rich in uraalium, even though
the element uranium is not incorporated in
die mineral pyroxene in significant amounts.
Jones suggcsted that some of the pyroxcnc
in the rock actually represents solidificd
silicate melt, because uranium tends to
concentrate in silicatc melts. In 1989, Allan
Trciman (Boston University) took this
notion one stcp f)rthcr and suggested that a
vcry large proportion of the pyroxcnc in the
rock represents solidified melt. Hc proposed
that, in fact, the composition of the tacit
was very close to thc composition of the
pyroxene. A variety of cxpcrimcnts by
"l'reiman, Gary Lofgrcn (NASA Johnson
Space Ccntcr) and Edward Stolpcr
(Calitbrnia Institute of Technology)
indicated that this hypothesis _ as indccd
possible.
In 1988, another model fbr flit
origin of AdoR was prcscntcd by Marty
Prinz. Prinz noted that the odd composition
of thc pyroxcne in AdoR resembles the
composition of pyroxenc in a type of rock
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found as fragments included within some
carbonaceous chondritcs (chondritcs are
primitive meteorites tmaflkctcd by melting
processes that occurred in planetary or
astcroidal bodics). Thc rock in thcsc
fragments has avcrv high melting
temperature and is very rich in calcium and
aluminum; thc fragments arc commonly
referred to as rcfracto U inclusions. Prinz
hypothesized that a parent rock rich in
refractory inclusions was mcltcd to tbrm thc
silicate liquid from which AdoR
subsequently crystallized. Prinz viewed
AdoR as primitivc matter that was only one
or m'o steps removed from the beginning of
the solar system.
Thus, by the end of the 1980's,
scvcral models tbr thc origin of AdoR had
been proposed. Although no consensus had
been reached, it was generally rccognizcd
that AdoR's past was complcx.
More angrites: the Antarctic
connection. The two angritcs found in
Antarctica arc grouped with AdoR, not
because they arc identical to it (far from it;
sce Fig. 1), but because the chemical
compositions of the minerals in thcsc rocks
is like that in AdoR. Instead of being
composed almost entirely of pyroxcnc like
AdoR, howcvcr, the first Antarctic angritc
found (l,cwis Cliff 86010) consists of
approximately equal amounts of pyroxcne,
olivinc, and anorthitc. The sccond Antarctic
angritc (Lewis Cliff 87051) is richer in
olivine than thc other angritcs. This stone
consists of many cD,stals of olivine within a
matrix of much smaller custa[s , and this
matrix has a bulk composition similar to that
of Lewis Cliff86010.
It is interesting to notc that,
because of our past cxpcricncc analyzing
other mctcoritcs and hmar samples, wc can
now cxtract a lot of intbrmation ffona vcry
small samples. This is important in the case
of Lcwis Cliff 87051 bccausc this sample
weighs only about 0.6 gram (1/50 of an
otmcc; scc Fig. 2). With only a half gram (#"
rock, it is possible to: obtain a bulk chemical
composition for major, minor and trace
elements; providc a detailed description of
the compositions, forms and spatial
relationships of the minerals; determine the
(b) 7)'ansmitted polarized
light photo of LEW86010
(Big LEW). Pyroxene,
olivine and anorthitc are
all present in this photo.
Note the difference in
texture between this photo
and (a) and (C).
Fi_. I. Photomicrwraphs
if the there angritcs. (a)
Tra nsm itted polarized
light photo o['A_ra dos
Reis. The lawe brown
crystals are thought to be
part of a si_qle crystal
(continuous in 3-1)) that
grew in a dendritic (tree-
like) manner (photo
courtesy, of A.H. Trci-
_l,lan ).
(c) Backscattercd electron
photo of LEW87051
(Little LEW). Again the
texture is different from
either AdoR or Big LEW.
Large c£_,stals are
ealcium-Heh olivines.
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Fig. 2. The total recovered mass of
Little LEW compared to a spatial
scale of an inch. Analysis of such a
small rock is only possible because of
earlier work on lunar samples. Total
weight is 1/50 of an ounce.
age of tbrmation; and still have material leli
for future generations of scientists to study!
New insights from the new
angrites. What have we learned from thcsc
new angrites? First, several investigators,
including Larq, Nyquist (NASA Johnson
Space Center) and Gunter Lugmair
(University of California, San Diego) and
their co-workers, have discovered that the
initial isotopic composition of strontium in
the angrites, although primitive, is not qtfitc
as primitive as was once thought. These
new analyses indicate that the strontium
isotopic composition of the angrites is
indistinguishable from that of the eucrites,
another group of basaltic meteorites.
Second, Robert Clayton (University of
Chicago) has determined that the oxygen
isotopic composition of Lewis Cliff 86010
agrees with that of AdolL Tiffs observation
supports a relationship between the two
rocks, because oxygen isotopic ratios should
be similar in meteorites that are related.
Interestingly, the oxygen isotopic
composition of the angrites is in-
distinguishable from that of the eucrites.
Third, Gordon McKay (NASA Johnson
Space Center) and Ghislainc Crozaz
(Washington University, St. Louis) and their
co-workers have fbund, by using data on thc
chemistry of europium, that Lewis Cliff
86010 formed under relatively oxidizing
conditions. Europium is an element that
can change its chemical behavior, depending
upon how oxidizing the ambient conditions
are. McKay and Crozaz and their co-
workcrs compared the results of laboratory
cxperiments _fith ion microprobe analyses of
the minerals in Lc_s Cliff 86010 and have
concluded that, when this rock cq'stallized,
conditions were about 100 times more
oxidizing than when the eucrites
c_,stallized.
More insights from experi-
ments. Recently, we have performed
experiments at Johnson Space Center that
help resolve the problem of the origin of the
angrite tachs. We and Amy Jurewicz have
peflbrmed partial melting experiments on a
carbonaceous chondrite, the Allende
meteorite (about a ton of this meteorite ti:ll
at the little town of Pueblito dc Allende in
Mexico, so wc don't feel guilty about
melting a ffw grams). The experiment was
L
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done to settle an argtlmcnt between the two
authors of d_is report. Mittlcfieh[dt claimed
that incompictc melting of Altcndc matcrial
would produce a silicate melt of the bulk
elemental composition or" an angritc plus
residual, unmcltcd olivine, loncs argucd
that the tacit produced would have the
clcmcmal composition ot'a cucritc.
Wc pcr/i_rmcd a series of
cxpcrimcuts, all at a constant tcmperamrc of
1200 ° C (2200 ° F) but at diFt'crcnt
conditions of oxidation reduction. The
rcsults wcrc surprising. At the most
reducing conditions, similar to those
infi:rrcd [br cucritcs, the mclts that tbrmcd
had bulk clcmcntal compositions like thosc
of cucritcs. At the most oxidizing
conditions, similar to those inferred t'or
angritcs, thc tachs wcrc similar in bulk
composition to angritcs. Except for the
ratio ot" iron to magncsium, thc melts
produced in our most oxidizing experiments
wcrc cxtrcmcly similar in bulk c]cmcntal
composition to I,cwis Cliff 86010.
Additionally, under oxidizing conditions,
thc unmelted residue consisted of calcium-
rich otivinc [ikc the olivinc in I,cwis Cliff
87051. Apparently by simply changing
conditions of oxidation reduction, it is
possible to produce cucritc-likc basalts and
angritc-likc basalts by melting on the same
pIanct. Perhaps cucritcs and angritcs arc
rclatcd, and this relationship is thc sourcc of
the isotopic similarities bctwccn the two
types of meteorites.
The future. As wc havc
cmphasizcd, angritcs arc rare among
metcoritcs on Earth. Howcvcr,
carbonaceous chondritcs are not so rare, and
several varictics arc known. Based on our
cxpcrimcnts, incomplete mclting on parent
bodies that consist of carbonaceous
chondritc are just as likely to produce
angritic basahs as cucritic basalts.
Consequently, wc suspect that angritcs may
not bc as rare in the solar system as wc once
believed. When wc cvcntually explore thc
asteroid bclt and document the typcs of
rocks wc tind dlcrc, wc suspcct that angritcs
will bc prominent among the basalts tbund.
The sooncr our prcdiction can bc tested,
thc bcttcr.
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NITROGEN ON
THE SURFACE
OF THE
MOON:
CONNECTIONS
WITH THE
MANTLE
OFTHE
EARTH AND
WITH THE
ANCIENT SUN
John F. Kerridge
Institute of Geopt_ics
University of California
LosAngeles, CA 90054-1567
Fig. I. Orange glass
beads collected during the
Apollo 17 mission. This
material was formed by
lava fountaining on the
lunar surface nearly 4
billion years ago. Some of
the beads are black,
rather than orange,
because of the presence of
ver_ small crystals that
have subsequent& grown
in the glass. Width of
field of view is a tenth of
an inch. Photomicro-
graph by courte_ of Otto
Eugster (University of
Bern).
Although the compositions of
the Earth and the Moon are quite similar
tbr many of the chemical elements, the
volatile elements that on Earth make up the
atmosphere, the hydrosphere and much of
the biosphere wcrc apparently lost from the
Moon very, earl), in its histon,. (Oxygen is
present on the Moon only in solid chemical
compounds such as silicates and oxides that
make up lunar rocks.) One such element,
abundantly familiar to us on Earth but
essentially absent from the Moon, is
nitrogen; typical lunar rocks contain less
than one part per million. However, two
types of lunar samples returned by the
Apollo missions are found to contain
modest amounts of nitrogen, and those
occurrences of nitrogen on the Moon shed
light on two quite different issues in
cosmochemistq,.
An exciting feature of the
Apollo 17 mission was the discover" of a"
deposit of small beads of orange volcanic
glass. These beads represent molten rock
that solidified so quickly that, in many of the
beads, cq, stals did not grow (Fig. 1). The
beads apparently tbrmed by a _iolent tbrm
of volcanism, known as lava fountaining,
nearly 4 billkm )vars ago. It has long been
lmown that the suffhccs of these glass beads
arc covered with a coating that is rich in
volatile elements. In a recent stud)', the
author, in collaboration with Kurt Marti and
Jin S. Kim (University of California, San
Diego) and Otto Eugstcr (on leave from the
University of Bern, Sx_ftzerland), fbund that
some, but not all, of these coatings contain
small quantities of nim)gen. Apparently, the
gas that drove the lava fountaining
contained nitrogen exhaled from the lunar
interior, and conditions during the
w)lcanism occasionally permitted some of
this nitrogen to be retained on the surfaces
of the beads. Thus, the orange glass has
given us our first detectable samples of
indigenous lunar nitrogen; apparently the
Moon was not completely dcgassed during
accretion, but continued to k)se its modest
initial volatile inventory for at least some
hundreds of millions of years after
formation.
We cannot presently estimate
how much nitrogen was incorporated into
the Moon when it fi)rmed, but what is
interesting is that we can determine the
isotopic composition of that nitrogen. The
isotopic composition wc fi)und is identical
to that tound by Colin Pillingcr and his co-
workers (The Open University, England)
fbr nitrogen from the Loihi Seamount in
the Pacific Ocean near Hawaii. This finding
is significant because noble-gas studies have
suggested that Loihi may be tapping a
primitive region of the terrestrial mantle.
Although the signature of mantle nitrogen
is still tentative, these isotopic data rcintbrce
the idea of a close genetic link bct_vecn the
Moon and the mantle of the Earth.
The other nitrogen-bearing
material returned from the Moon consists of
samples from the layer of finely pulverized
rock that blankets most of the lunar sufl)ce,
known as the regolith. It is well known that
exposure to the space cm'ironment results in
a progressive build-up of extralunar material
in the regolith. Such material includes
debris from meteorite impacts and ions
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implanted by thc solar wind and solar tlares.
One of the dements whose concentration in
the regolith increases progressively with
increasing surface cxposurc is nitrogcn.
Clearly the great majorit3/of thcsc nitrogen
atoms are ofextrahmar origin, but the actual
sourcc is controversial at this time. A major
contribution is certainly from the solar wind,
but wc cannot rigorously rt, lc out thc
possibility of a significant alnount bcing
supplied by somc other source.
As with volcanic nitrogcn, our
interest in regolith nitrogen rcsts in its
isotopic composition. Different rcgolith
samples display wide variations m the ratio
of the two stablc nitrogen isotopes, whose
masscs equal 14 and 15 atomic mass units,
respectively. Relative to the ratio tbund in
the terrestrial atmosphere, these variations
rangc from a 20% dcplction of nitrogen-IS,
observed by Mark Thicmens (then at the
Univcrsity of Chicago, now at the
University of California, San l)icgo) to a
20% cnrichmcnt in nitrogen 15, tbund by
Richard Bcckcr (University of Minnesota).
In 197S, I showed that this
variation appcarcd to bc rclatcd to thc o_I
epoch during which the rcgolith samplcs O
wcrc exposed on the hmar sudhcc. Samples r-
that wcrc exposed a long timc ago had
systematically lowcr proportions of Z
nitrogcn-15 than those cxposcd morc _1"
recently (Fig. 2). This observation was Z
confirmed almost immcdiatcly by Richard
Beckcr and Robert Clayton Universi_' of "
Chicago). However, despite widcsprcad
acceptance of the validity of the cflkct, and
early rccognition that it constitutes one of
thc most rcmarkablc scicntitk findings of
thc Apollo program, fiticcn ycars latcr it still
lacks a convincing cxplanation.
My odginal suggcstion that the
phenomenon rcprcscnts a long-term
increase in the proportion of nitrogen-15 in
the solar wind has bccn criticized by
Johannes Gciss and Pctcr Bochslcr
(Univcrsity of Bern), because it is
inconsistcnt with what is known about thc
structurc and evolution of thc Sun. An
alternative theo_', put tbrward by Gciss and
Bochsler, suggests that m ancient samples,
the solar wind, which they postulatc to bc
cnrichcd in nitrogcn 15, was mixed with a
hypothetical nonsolar nitrogen comp{}ncnt
poor in nitrogen-lB. However, I have
criticizcd this thcorv {}lathe grounds that
the rclati{}nship bctwecn nitrogcn
abundance and duration of surthcc cxp{}surc
points toward a singlc, prcsulnably solar,
sourcc tbr the rcgolith nitrogcn, rathcr than
the dual sources proposcd by Gciss and
Bochslcr.
That is where the matter rests
at prcscnt. The Apollo samples have
prcscntcd us with an cnigma whose cvcntual
rcsohttion must havc protbund implications
for eithcr lunar or, as I believe, solar
evolution. In all likelihood, it remains tbr
the next gcncration of lunar samplcs to
supply that resolution.
4.5
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Fig. 2. Graphic rcprcscntation of the lo_a-tcrm chariot in the isotopic composition of
nitr¢_cn in the htnar regolith. Antiquity is a mcasurc of how 1o_ ago a sample was
t:vposcd on the hmar surfhcc; on this plot, "high" antiqui O,probably corrcsponds to cvposurc
rotu#dy 3 billion years ago, but techniqucs Jbr mcasuring antiqui U arc poorly calibrated at
prcscnr Note that the chamrc amounts to a 50% incrcasc in thc propo;_ion _f nitn_acn -15.
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Were Saturn's rings tbrmed,
perhaps even recently, by the catastrophic
breakup of a stray comet or a satellite that
drit_ed too close to the planet? Or are they
retillcd rcmnants of primordial disks,
planeta_, counterparts to the nebula out of
which our solar system itself tbrmed? This,
the most fundamental, question of ring
origin may be settled by the discoveR}, of
large moonlets (radii of a few miles or
more) within the rings since most models
of accretion suggest that circumplanetary
particles will have limited growth if the
accumulation occurs near the planet while
collisional fragmentation will leave some
large objects intact.
Moonlets so small as to be
unseen (or very difficult to see) by the
Voyager cameras can still have a significant
elt_ct on the structure of planetary rings.
Such ring denizens lie in a size range that is
intermediate between q,pical ring particles
(inches to yards) and the larger satellites
that are visually observed to skirt the ring
systems of the giant planets. For the rings
of Saturn, these moonlcts can bc
embedded anfidst ring material, orbit in
(and likely canse) a gap, or move in close
proximity to an isolated ring (much as
Prometheus and Pandora, the
"shepherding" moons of Saturn's F ring,
do). These bodies can then be discerned by
seeking indirect evidence of their effect,
usually expressed through their gravi-
tational signatures.
The most notablc cxample of
detcctivc work to find unseen embedded
moonlets has concerned the neighborhood
of Saturn's Encke gap, a 200 mile opening
in the outer A ring. J.N. Cuzzi and J.D.
Scargle (NASA Ames Research Center)
and subsequently M.R. Showalter
(Stanford University) and colleagues
analyzed the gap's wavy edges, which
oscillate by a mile or so, to identi_, the
gravitational wakes of a small, previously
unknown, moonlet in the gap. Showalter
has recently discovered actual images of the
Encke moonlet in a thorough perusal of
the Voyager 2 imaging data.
Other researchers have sug-
gested that gaps in Saturn's C ring and
Cassini DMsion may have been pried apart
by the gravitational torques induced by
embedded moonlets. Small bodies have also
been suggested to explain some of the
bizarre behavior of Saturn's F ring (see Fig.
1), specifically the braids. J.J. Lissauer (State
University of New York, Stony Brook) and
J.S. Peak (University of California, Santa
Barbara) have shown that, under certain
conditions, and in concert with a larger
perturber, a small body (about 3 miles in
radius) can create braldlike features.
Our study of the F ring's
structure (to be described in more detail
below) indicates at least one additional moon
close to the F ring from its gravitational
imprint on the ring. Ongoing research by
M.L. Cooke, P.D. Nicholson (Corncll
UniversW) and M.R. Showaltcr reveals that
the 21 mile _dth of the Feeler gap near the
outer perimeter of the A ring varies
sinusoidally by +15 - 20%; perhaps a moonlet
or two is at work again. Some odd behavior
in tbe Uranian and Nepmnian rings may well
bc explained by the influcncc of small
proximate bodies.
Since Voyager 1 first detailed
the F ring's bizarre combination of kinks,
clumps and braids in 1980, this outermost
detached ring of Saturn has remained
enigmatic, stubbornly refusing to yield its
secrets. Figure 1 shows the F ring as a
narrow (width of a few tens of miles) and
slightly eccentric ring, lying some 2100 miles
distant from the outer edge of the main ring
system. The F ring is known to be variable,
changing its appearance with time, position
and viewing geometry. Initial Voyager
reports noted that the various irregularities
showed a range of wavelengths visible
between 4,000 and 9,000 miles (corrected
from an erroneous earlier value of 400 - 900
miles). The moons Prometheus and
Pandora, which orbit interior and exterior to
the ring, are thought to confine the ring
(through the "shepherding" mechanism
developed by P. Goldreich, Caltech, and S.
Tremaine, Canadian Institute of Theoretical
Astronomy), as well as to generate its kinks
and clumps (M.R. Showalter and J.A.
Burns). But, to date, no cogent models
describing the ring's complctc bchavior have
been developed.
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Following the initial effort of
the Voyager tcam on quantifying the
observed behavior of the ring, thc onh,
stt, dy has been that of J.B. Pollack and co-
workers (NASA Ames Research Center)
who arc currently characterizing the
photometric properties of the ring.
Our recent analysis of thc F
ring illustrates the utility of an indirect
tcchniquc, namely thc search It)r, and
analysis of, periodicities in the ring.
Brightness variations arc a key diagnostic to
narrow ring behavior bccausc they can
highlight the local perturbations of nearby
bodies. Simple gravitation_ physics tells us
that a nearby moon will induce a periodic
perturbation on a narrow ring with a
wavelength that is 3_ times the dif}_:rcnce in
mean orbital separation of the pcrturbcr and
the ring.
Thus, we hoped that by analy-
zing the striking azimuthal variations in thc
brightness of Saturn's F ring, wc might
quantitativcly dcscribc the various features
and thereby identifi_ their causes. Would we
find a range of wavelengths as in the
preliminary Voyager results, or only the
signatures of Promeflaeus and Pandora! In
our set of images, we obsen'ed two bright
dumps of material moving at the same rate
as thc ring; these might be relatively large
cmbedded bodies (moonlets), but un_br-
tunately the image resolution is too low to
allow an unequivocal identification of thc
clumps as moonlcts. Figurc 2 shows how
intcgrated brightness (equivalent width)
varics ovcr 150 ° of the F ring's [cngth.
In order to separate out any
individual periodic signals in the data, we
used a technique known as a Fast Fourier
Transfbrm. We were able to idcntifi,' several
distinct signals to be present, one of which is
thc gravitational signature of Prometheus,
the larger of thc two shepherds close to the
F ring. Another signal can be explained as
duc to a previously tmdctcctcd small satcllitc
(radius of a f}ew miles, on an ecccntric orbit
Fig. 1. The F ritzy, as viewed by
Vora_er i. In this image the F ring's
kinks, clumps and braids can be seen.
The dtffercnt colors correspond to a
computer enhancement _'thc contrast
in the imaoc.
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Fig. 2. A plot of equivalent width (I
km = 0.6 miles) versus longitude fi_r
our study of the F ring. The two
larger peaks co_wespond to tl_,o br_ht
clumps obsen,able in the immles. Note
that it is very difficult to pick out
periodicities in the data by eye,
fl_rcing us to cmplo_, Fourier analysis
(as described in the te_t).
_fith a mean orbital separation of about 700
miles) orbiting near the F ring. The idea
that a swarm of unseen satellites might be
moving close to the F ring is not new: J.N.
Cuzzi and J.A. Burns have argued that such
objects might explain anomalous
measurements of charged particle
absorptions made by Pioneer 11.
Small bodies can have signi-
ficant influence on plancta O, rings and may
provide strong clues in f_vor of a
catastrophic origin tbr the rings. A detailed
understanding of their dynamics is very
important in tq,ing to interpret the data
from Voyager. Given the long wait for
additional imaging results on the Saturn
system, these indirect tests help to better
characterize planetaq, rings. Hopt'fidly, the
images provided by the Cassini mission to
Saturn will be able to actually catcil sight of
more of these elusive moonlcts.
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Virtually all of the chemical
elements in the universe, other than
hydrogen and helium, arc fl_rmcd by
nuclcar reactions inside of stars. When
thosc stars run out of thcl they "die'. The
death of a massive star, which may bc l0 to
50 times the size of our Sun, is a
spcctact,lar event -- it becomes a supernova
star such as the rcccntlv observed supernova
SN 1987A in the l_argc Magdlcnic Chmd.
Within the coursc of only a t_w seconds the
star collapses into itscH\ compressing its
intcrior to cxccedingly high densitics and
tcmpcraturcs of sevcral billion degrees arc
reached. This is tbllowcd by a cataclysmic
explosion that expels a significant fraction
of the stars' component mattcr (including
thc ncwly formed hcavy clcmcnts) out into
space.
The vast clouds of dust and gas
that exist m the voids between stars contain
matter accumulated from all thc stars that
have died since the galaxy was formed
billions of),cars ago. Bccausc those clouds
in turn arc the places where new stars are
born, each new generation of stars starts out
with a s()mcwhat higher proportion of hcavv
elements than previous gcncrati(ms. Our
solar system R_rmcd approximately 4 1/2
billion years ago out of such a cloud that
contained many generations of rcproccsscd
mattcr. Thus, the hca W clcmcnts (c.g. iron,
silicon, oxygen, etc.) that make up most of
the planets today already existed in the
cloud at the time the solar system R)rmcd.
It is likely that the "primordial cloud" was
vcr), hctcrogcncous, bcing a mixture of the
cxpcllcd matter from many generations of
stars that were born and died long before
our solar system was born.
Thc solar system began to fi)rm
when a small part of tile cloud collapsed
under its own gravitational weight,
shrinking into a rotating disk (called the
solar nebula) that was a turbulent and
locally reD' hot place. Surprisingly, in spite
of all the turbulcncc and violcncc invoh,cd
in thc making of the plancts and the Sun,
physical and chemical traces of this ancicm
interstellar cloud arc preservcd in small
grains within rarc meteorites known as
carbonaceous chondrites. These grains
consist of so-called "refractory" compounds
that form only at yen' high temperatures;
their closest analogues hcrc (m Earth arc
ceramics, such as tile materials used t() line
the walls of blast furnaces. The
carbonaceous chondritcs arc aggregates of
the primitive solid mattcr that first lumped
together to fbrn3 the planets; they have bccn
preserved in thcir original pristine state
because thcv never became incorporated
into planets large enough to bc geologically
active. In contrast, tbr cxamplc, all traces of
thc prcplanctary dust fi'om which our Earth
fi)rmcd have bccn obliterated by the cons of
melting, rccrystallizing, mountain building
and wcathcring that shaped our planet.
Since 1973, it has bccn known
that the "refractory". particles within
carb(macc(ms ch(mdritc mcteoritcs posscss
ill their isotopic composition a distinctive
signature that can bc directly traced back to
(me or more dying stars. Ill othcr words,
atomic species of a particular chenaical
clement (i.e. its isotopes) show small but
significant difl_:rcnccs t'ronl their respective
relative abundances found today in average
solar system material such as on the Earth or
Moon.
The refractor 3' particles arc not,
thcmsclvcs, physical remnants of thc dust
from intcrstcllar space. Thcv formed by a
complex series of vaporization and
rccondcnsati(m proccsscs within the solar
nebula, and their isotopic compositions,
therefore, reflect the compositions of the
nebular gas. As more and more rcffacton,
grains havc bcen analyzcd, it has become
dear that a considerable variatkm exists in
thcir isotopic composition. This has been
attributcd to small scale and local
hctcrogcncitics within thc nebular gas.
Of thcsc "rcffacton," particles,
which arc thcmsclvcs relatively rare, an cvcn
morc cxclusivc subgroup exists. Six grains
havc bccn tbund so tar out of the hundrcds
of refractory grains analyzed that arc
particularly cxotic in their isotopic
conapositions cvcn relative to the other
refractory grains. These objects wcrc
thought to have fi)rmcd in very small
pockets of isotopically unusual gas within
the solar nebula. Thc dust was presumably
intcrstcllar dust of highly unusual isotopic
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Fig. 1. Conceptual view of" the solar
nebula 4 I/2 billion years ago, before
formation of the Sun and planets,
showing small "cloudlets" that
contain isotopically different material
from the rest of the gas and draft. The
view is oblique, from somewhat above
the plane of the disk.
composition.
Recently, however, R. Loss and
G. W. Lugmair (University of Calitbrnia,
San Diego), G. MacPherson (Smithsonian
Institution) and A. Davis (University of
Chicago) tbund and analyzed a new grain
that has isotopic properties nearly identical
with another particle fbund years ago in a
diflierent meteorite; yet, it is ,nineralogically
difli:rent and has experienced a very difli:rent
evolutionary history. This is a very
important finding because this apparent
"coincidence" Ibr the first time provides
evidence that some of the isotopically
distinct regions of thc solar nebula were not
as small and presumably short-lived as
previously thought. The only reasonable
way fbr such regions to be preserved over
long periods of time (possibly thousands or
even tens of thousands of years) is if the
isotopically unusual material was largely
contained in dust rather than gas. This
implies that the surrounding nebular gas
was not hot, a concept that has been
increasingly advocated over the past ten
years and which runs counter to the oldcr
traditional model in which most or all of the
original interstellar dust was vaporized
_dthin a globally hot nebula.
It may seem odd, even ironic,
that much of our knowledge about the
earliest tbrmation of our solar system is
&rived from studies of small grains that are
only fractions of an inch or so in size. Yet,
such studies ovcr the past 10-20 ),ears have
not only greatly enlightened our vicw of
how the solar system originated; these
results help constrain astrophysical models
of how elements are madc within massive
stars and, even, how planetary systems are
formcd from interstellar clouds. In
addition, the nccd fi)r ever increasing
refinement in our methods in order to
unlock nature's sccrcts has greatly advanced
many aspects of our mcasurcn]cnt
tcchnoloD,.
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In early December 1990, the
Galileo spacecrat_ will fly through the Earth-
Moon system in a maneuver that will use
thc graviq,' of the Earth to increase Galileo's
velocity and shorten its travel time to
Jupitcr. During this encounter, Galileo's
powerful complement of remotc sensing
instruments, designed to study thc jovian
systcln, will bc traincd on the Earth and
Moon. Galileo's trajectory will allow it to
obtain remote scnsing data tbr portions of
the fhrsidc of thc Moon, which is hidden
fi'om the Earth.
Until now, these t3,pcs of data
have been confined to the ffontsidc
collected by large obser_'atorics on Earth. A
primal' goal of Galileo's Moon encounter
will bc observations of a large itnpact
structure ccntcrcd on the western limb of
the Moon such that only about half the
structure is visible from the Earth. This
ffature is a huge multiringcd impact crater
known as the Oricntalc Basin.
Oricntalc fi)rmcd by impact
into the Moon of a vet3' large asteroid, tens
of miles in diamctcr, which left an impact
structure consisting of concentric rings
hundreds of relics in diamctcr. There are
many such impact basins on the Moon, and
elsewhere in the solar system, but Oricntale
is the youngest and best prcscrvcd of the
hmar multiringed basins and one of the best
preserved such structures in the solar
systcm. Study of this basin is important to
planetaD, science in general: large impacts
early in the history of the solar system wcrc
a major force in forming terrains and
afi'_:cting the evolution of planetary crusts.
Lunar scientists are particularly interested in
Orientale because they believe that these
hugc impacts excavate material from dccp in
the Moon, allowing study of the
composition of the lunar interior. Indeed,
impact craters have been called the "drill
cores of thc Moon," and Oricntale was one
of the deepest probes.
While Galileo will bc well
positioncd to view all of Orientale, the
location of thc basin on the limb of the
Moon allows portions of the basin to be
studied from Earth. Indced, Orientalc was
first identified as a multiringcd structure by
astronomers at the University of Arizona
who took photographs of thc lunar limb,
projcctcd thcsc photographs on a largc
white globe and photographed thc globe
from the side. The eastern portions of the
tings of Oficntalc were beautifully displayed
by this technique. At times, Earth-bound
astronomers can sec a bit more than half of
the basin. The Moon wobbles about its axis
as viewed from the Earth, a phenomenon
known as libration, bringing Oricntalc
about 5° around the limb from its average
position. So, from the Earth, astronomers
arc able to study slightly more than half flit
basin with all the remote sensing
instruments at their disposal.
In anticipation of Galileo's
encounter, wc at thc University, of Hawaii
(myself, B. Ray Hawke, and G. Jeffrey
Tayk)r), and Paul Spudis of the Lunar and
Planetary Institutc in Houston, embarked
on an extensive observing campaign to
obtain data for the Oricntale basin. Our
three main reasons tbr this endeavor were:
first, study of this region addresses
fimdamenta[ questions about the ew_lution
of the Moon's crust and about cratcring
dynamics; second, the results provide an
initial scientific context for the Galileo
rcmotc sensing science teams, similar to thc
way data ti'om the Voyager missions _411be
used as a guide tbr the Galileo's encounter
with the Jupiter system; and third, data
collected with instruments similar to those
on Galileo and of the same areas on the
Moon help in the calibration of Galileo's
instruments.
During a f_lvorable libration in
August 1990, we used an inffarcd
spectrometer to collect spcctra (measurements
of the reflectance or brightness of small
portions of the lunar surface in 200
sequential infrared colors from which
mineralogical content can bc derived)
similar to that of Galileo's Near Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer {NIMS), and an
clcctronic camera to collect images at many
wavelengths similar to Galileo's Solid State
Imaging (SSI) experiment. We also used an
infrared camera wlfich has no equivalent on
Galileo but obtains SSI type imaging data at
NIMS infrared wavclcngths. The
experiment, conducted simultaneously on
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Fig. l. Lunar Orbitcr photooraph _'
the Oricntale Basin. The black box
indicates the position of the
accompanyi_q color image. The three
arron,s indicatc the major basin rings.
From left to right they arc: the Inner
Rook Ri_zo, the Outer Rook Rip,q,
and the Cordillara Ring.
thrcc tclcscopcs at Mauna Kca Obsc_,atory
on the island of Hawaii, was hugely
successful, resulting in complete covcragc of
thc visible portions of Oricntalc with the
imaging cxpcrimcnts, and more than 40
high-quality spectra of small areas.
In 1984, Paul Spudis, then at
thc USGS Flagstaff; B. Ray Hawke and I did
a study of rock t3,pcs at Oricntalc. Wc uscd
clcmcntal measurements obtaincd by
gamma ray spectrometers on Apollos 15 and
16 of the northern portion of the cjecta
blankct of Oricntalc. With our ncar-IR
spcctromctcr on the Univcrsity of Hawaii
88-inch telescope at Mauna Kea
Obscrvatot3,, wc also obtained mineralogical
measurements of a ffw small areas within
the basin rings. Though the elemental
measurements wcrc t_irly f_lrfi'onl the basin
center and the spectral mcasurcmcnts wcrc
sparsc, wc concluded that only two rock
U,pes were present in the Orientale region:
anorthositc and noritic allorthositc.
These rock typcs havc an
cxtrcmcl.v high abundance of the mineral
anorthite, a plagioclasc feldspar whose
prcscncc suggests an unusual origin for
these rocks. Ordinary igneous proccsscs
should produce basaltic rocks with roughly
equal amounts of fi:ldspar and a more iron-
rich mineral callcd pyroxcnc. Basalts are
found in the maria of the Moon, the dark
"seas" visible from Earth. Feldspar rich rock
t3,pcs arc R)t,nd at thc Apollo 16 landing site
deep within thc central highlands of thc
Moon, and arc also found at other landing
sites.
Thc prcscncc of rocks ofahnost
pure fi:ldspar at somc of the landing sites lcd
to a modcl fbr lunar crustal origin known as
the "magma ocean" hypothcsis. This model
holds that the excess ffldspar fimnd on the
lunar surthcc fi)rmcd from a huge occall of
molten rock, hundreds of kilomctcrs deep,
which may havc cnvclopcd thc cntirc Moon.
As thc molten rock coolcd, ti:ldspar began
to c_,stallizc, and as tiffs mineral is lighter
than the liquid it floated to the top,
cvcntualty producing a fi:Idspar rich crust.
Proponents of compcting modcls claim that
the Apollo 16 landing sitc is atypical,
rcflccting local, not global, COlnpositions.
Howcvcr, our earh, obscrvations showed
that the anorthositc-rich nature of the crust
is also a tieature of that rcgion, supporting
the "magma ocean" model.
Our recent data grcatly
improves our covcragc of thc Oricntalc
region, and is bcgilming to reveal interesting
distributions of the rocks we identified
previously. First, the extensive spectral
sampling of the ejecta of Oricntalc has
shown that it is either identical t_) or cvcn
slightly richer in feldspar than the Apollo 16
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F_. 2. Cobr enhanced image d'a po_'tion of the Orientale reqion shown in the accompanying image. Because the image
was obtained near fidl Moon, shadows which make craters and othcr fi'aturcs so apparent in the accompanying image art"
absent. 7heir absence simphfies the interprctation _'the color information. 7be position ¢¢'the three major basin ri_qs are
shmvn with arrmvs. Bright yclhm, colors indicate the presence of anorthosite; blue and blue-white areas are mort" pyroxene
rich. Mare lmsalt deposits appear black.
landing site. The vast region surrounding
Oricntale is confirmed to be highly
anortlmsitic. This supports our earlier
c(mclusions and shows that the types of
rocks fi)und at Apollo 16 arc present in large
amounts in at least one other part of the
Moon.
The imaging cxpei'imcnt, the
first product o/" which is shown hcrc,
displays the distribution of material that is
essentially pure anorthitc versus that which
contains mcasurablc amounts of pyroxcnc.
In the color image, the bright areas with
yellow hues arc pure anorthitc (less than
about 2% pyroxene), and the bright areas
with blue hues havc substantial amounts of
pyroxcnc (though the spcctral data show
that thcsc areas arc still anorthitc rich). It is
apparent that the innermost major ring of
Orientale is composed of pure anorthite,
whereas the next rings show the presence of
pyroxene-bcaring material. (At this time,
our imaging analysis is confined to bright
ti:att,res because flat-lying areas accumulate
dark glass from fusion of soil by
micromcteorite impacts. This dark glass
part[), masks the spectral character of the
lunar soil and has other subtle efli:cts on the
images. Moonquakes and meteorite impacts
continuously cxposc material free of this
glass on steep mountain slopes and in cratcr
walls through downslope movement of
material, so we fbcus this b_e of analysis on
bright, glass frcc features.) Other small
bright ti:atures with yellow and bluc hues
occur well away fi'om the outer main ring of
()ricnta[e, suggesting that both pure
anorthitc areas and pyroxcnc bearing areas
cxist in these areas.
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Pureanorthitein theinner
mainring of Orientaleis puzzling.
Accordingto themostfavoredcratering
model,the materialin this ring has
rebotmdedfromdeepintheMoon,perhaps
fromabout30milesdepth.Thusthe
materialof allegedeepestoriginisfreeof
pyroxene.However,accordingto the
magmaoceanhypothesis,theshallowest
materialshouldbetherichestin feldspar.
Thisobservationseemsto suggestthat
eitherour favoredcrateringmodelis
incorrectandtheinnerringdoesnot
representthedeepestmaterial,or thatthe
simplestversionofthemagmaoceanmodel
maynotbecorrectandthattheupperpart
of thecrusthasevolved,perhapsthrough
intrusionor extrusionof moremafic
magmas,sincethetimeofformationofthe
magmaoceanandsolidificationof the
originalcrust.
Ourpreliminaryworkshows
thattheOrientaler gionisgenerallysimilar
totheApollo16landingsite.However,the
occurrenceanddistributionof therock
typescauseproblemsfor someof the
theoriesthatnowformthebasisof our
understandingof the lunarcrust.We
anticipatethatGalileowillbeabletoextend
thisworkbeyondthelunarlimbto the
westernportionof Orientaleandto other
partsofthelunarfarside,perhapsto shed
furtherlightonthesepuzzles,
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The Voyager 2 encounter _ith
the Neptune system in August of 1989
revealed an active surface and atmosphere
o,1 Triton. Earth-based observations had
indicated that nitrogen and methane occur
on Tfiton's surthce, and Voyager ultraviolet
spcctromcter measurements showed that
the atmosphere is dominated by nitrogen.
The "subsolar latitude" (latitude of points
lying directly beneath the Sun) on Triton
varies seasonally by as much as +50 °, so
large seasonal variations in Triton's
atmospheric pressure and surface frost
distribution arc cxpcctcd. The subsolar
latitude crossed the equator and passed into
the southern hemisphere in 1930, reaching
a latitude of-45 ° by 1989.
Pro-Voyager models predicted
that, by 1989, most of Triton's northern
hemisphere would be covered by bright
t?ost, that frost-flee areas near the equator
would bc covered by dark red organic
compounds, and that the south polar cap
(SPC) would extend to about -35 ° latitude.
Contrary to thcsc predictions, Voyager
images show that the SPC covers nearly the
entire southern hemisphere and has a bright
fringe around its margin and that thc
ilhtminated part of the northern hemisphere
(as t_.r as +45 ° latitude) is relatively dark and
reddish.
Temporal color changes on
Triton also differ from pre-Voyagcr
expectations. By 1989, Triton had become
substantially lcss red than it was in 1977.
Thc reddest area observed by Voyager is
much less red than the 1977 full disk color.
N 2 (molecular nitrogcn) is you, mobile at
Triton's surt_cc tcmpcratt, rc of 39(3 ° F, so
it seems plausible that N 2 transport,
combined with the 12 ° change in subsolar
and sub-Earth latitude bctwccn 1977 and
1989, could accot, nt for this large color
change. However, this changc was opposite
that expccted from "sublimation"
(transition directly from solid to vapor state)
and recession of the SPC.
In the work dcscribed here,
variations in color and "albedo" (pcrccntagc
of incoming radiation that is reflcctcd) over
most of the illuminated part of Triton were
mapped (Fig. 1) from full-disk color
sequences acquired by Voyager 2 at low
phasc angles and at various rotational
longitudes. These mosaics and the
photometric-function model were used to
produce an albcdo map tbr thermal-balance
models in collaboration with John
Stansberq_ and colleagues at the University
of Arizona. With these datasets and models,
some partial explanations for the observed
large-scale color and albcdo patterns and the
1977-1989 color change arc suggested.
The Polar Stereographic
projection (Fig. 1E) shows Triton's entire
SPC, bright fringe, and north-trending rays.
The fringe and rays (bh,c or blue-green in
the false-color images) appear diffusely
deposited over both the SPC and the
relatively dark areas to the north. The
poLar-cap margin is highly irregular, but it
has an overall bilateral symmetry centered
on the sub-Ncptune longitudc (0% Within
about 45 ° of 0 ° longitude, the SPC extends
up to about +10 ° latitude, whcrcas at other
longitudes its margin ranges in latitude from
the equator to -30 ° and shows a pattern of
"scallops," each about 10 ° to 30 ° wide.
Segments of the margin arc straight or tbrm
polygons, and they transect morphologic
units such as the "cantakmpc terrain"; these
relations are reminiscent of the north polar
ice cap of Mars.
The bright ffingc and rays are
closely associated with the cap's margin,
irrespective of its latitude. The bright rays
extend north-,mrtheast fi_r hundrcds of
miles, cmanating preferentially from the
points of tile scalloped margin. There is a
smooth transition in color and albcdo from
the bright ffingc to the rays, which bccome
fainter to the north. Spectral propcrtics of
thc fringe arc consistent with those of fresh
frost or snow. These relations suggest that
the rays consist of fine-grained _?ost or snow
that was redistributed by northward winds
associated with Triton's rotation.
The large size off the SPC was
not predicted by prc-Voyagcr models of
volatile transport, in which the summer cap
margin was predicted to rcccdc as the
subsolar latitude incrcascd. However,
thermal-balance models have shown that
bright parts of the SPC within about 30 ° of
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Fig. 1. Color mosaics and spectral-unit maps. A is approximately natural color (orange, green, and blue mosaics); B and
E consist ofgreen, violet, and uv mosaics with linear contrast stretches applied to each; and C consists oJ'green, violet and uv
mosaics with a decorrelation stretch to maximize color separation. D and F are unit maps; unit colors a_" (1) red, (2)
green, (3) yellow, (4) purple, (5) buff, and (6) blue. A-D are Sinusoidal Equal-Area projections centered on 0 ° longitude;
E-Fare Polar Stere_m'aphic projections centcred on the south pole with 0° longitude at top. Grids indicate 30° inter_,als
of latitude and longitude.
the equator should be experiencing net
condensation under current conditions, and
that areas of average cap albedo in this zone
and brighter areas as f_r south as -60 ° arc
nearly stable, _th low sublimation rates.
On Mars, the caps recede at
their margins while the subsolar point
remains cquatorward of these margins. On
Trito,_, the subsolar latitude may have
moved toward the south pole faster than the
margin could retreat given the volatile
inventoD, and the timescale for moving it.
At present, maximum insolation occurs well
within the cap, such that the margin has
ceased to retreat and may actually advance.
The color mosaics have bccn
classified into six major spectral units (Fig.
1D, F). Unit 5 (buff) corresponds to the
major part of thc SPC, which probably
includes both CH 4 (methane) and N 2 frost
or ice to account for Earth-based spectral
observations. Unit 5 is interpreted as
delineating the residual SPC, but significant
areal covcrage by seasonal N 2 fros_ is needed
to support the observed atmospheric
pressure (-14-19btb). Unit 2 (green)
consists of the "dark" patches and streaks on
the SPC, which are slightly darker and
4O
redder than unit 5. The dark streaks most
likely result from fallout of dark materials
erupted in recent "geysers" discovered by
Voyager scientists. Unit 6 (blue) is the
bright fringe akmg the northern margin of
the SPC. It probably consists of ve_' fresh
N 2 frost, because its high albcdo and
northern position will cause N 2 deposition.
Unit 1 (red) corrcsp(mds to the relatively
dark and reddish northern equatorial region
of the satellite, north of the SPC. Thermal
balance calculations indicate that N 2 frost
should condense over regions north of
about +15 ° latitude, but the reddish color
and low albedo of this region arc not
expected for fresh frost, and the
composition of this unit is not understood.
Unit 4 (purple) is transitional to units 1 and
6 and is characterized by the north-trending
rays. Unit 3 (yellow) is a bright but
relatively reddish unit. It occurs in the only
gap in the bright fringe, and reddish
material, such as organic matter from
atmospheric hazes or active geysers, may be
superposcd on the bright _ringe.
]'he 1977-1989 change in
Triton's color can be explained by the
deposition of bright and spectrally neutral
frost on reddish materials such as irradiated
methane clathratc. 1)cposition of frost in
the northern hemisphere is expected in the
current southern summer, so in a first
attempt to model the color change, it was
assumed that units 1 and 4 (23% of the
projected disk), had a much redder
spectrum in 1977. ]'he calculated red
spcctrum fi)r these areas that is needed to
match the 1977 spectrum has negative
albcdos in the violet and uv, a nonphysical
rcsult. The additional step of eliminating
the bright fringe (i.e., giving unit 6 the
spectrum of unit 5) is also insufficient to
match the 1977 spectrum. This suggests
that frost has been deposited during the past
12 years not only in the northern
hcmisphcrc, but also over much of the
southern hemisphere (on the residual SPC).
The change in Triton's color
from 1977 to 1989 was sudden relative to
Triton's 165 year seasonal cycle; this
suggests that some sort of triggering
mechanism and instability is involved.
Perhaps the triggering mechanism was the
initiation of active venting and the instabiliq'
involves the cffect of albedo on the
sublimation rate. This question and many
others concerning Triton's volatile behavior
will be addressed in future studies.
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The lunar magma-ocean
hypothesis: The orthodox view. One
dramatic scientific result of the Apollo
program was the discovery of evidence
suggesting that the early Moon was largely
or completely molten. According to this
hypothesis, the Moon's surface once
consisted of an incandescent "ocean" of red-
hot silicate melt, or magma. As this magma
ocean cooled, minerals began to co'stallize,
much like ice fbrming in a freezing pond.
Some minerals, such as the
calcium-aluminum silicate called pla-
gioclase, were lighter than the magma. Like
ice, these minerals floated to the surt)ce to
form "rockbergs" which eventually
coalesced to form the lunar crust. Other
minerals, such as the iron-magnesium
silicates olivine and pyroxene, were denser
than the magma. Like stones dropped into a
pond, these minerals sank to the bottom of
the magma ocean to accumulate in a thick
layer, called the hmar mantle. These basic
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section tf the early Moon, illustrating basic aspects of the magma-
ocean hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the outer part of the early Moon consisted of a
global "ocean" of red-hot silicate melt, or magma. As this magma cooled, minerals
c_stallized. Light minerals, especially plagioclase, floated to the top of the ocean to form the
lunar crust, while dense minerals such as olivine and .pyroxenesank to the bottom of the
ocean to form the mantle. This cartoon is based on a drawing by Dave Walker (Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatou).
elements of the magma-ocean hypothesis
are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
According to the hypothesis,
later reheating and melting of the olivine
and pyroxene in the lunar mantle produced
iron-rich molten lavas. These lavas migrated
upward and erupted through huge systems
of fissures to flood low lying areas of the
lunar surface. The lavas solidified to form
broad dark plains over much of the nearside
of the Moon, and these plains are the dark
areas on the lace of the Moon visible to us
x_th the naked eye. They are called "maria",
or seas, and their rocks arc callcd "marc"
basalts.
Rare-earth elements: Tools
for testing the hypothesis. Support tbr the
magma-ocean hypothesis comes from the
seemingly arcane study of a group of
chemically related elements called the rare-
earth elements. These elements have two
felicitous properties which make them
diagnostic of certain geochemical processes.
First, their chemical behavior is
so similar that most of the rare earths are
not easily separated from one another by
common geological and geochemical
processes. Hence, their relative abundances
in most materials are similar to those in
primitive, unprocessed solar system material
(such as chondritic meteorites). Second,
there is a fortunate exception to the above
generalization. The chemical behavior of
one of these elements, europium (Eu), is
under certain conditions different from the
others, so that the abundance of europium
in a rock or mineral relative to the other
rare-earth elements holds clues to the
processes that have affected that rock or
mineral.
Crystallization of ptagioclase
from a magma is one process that greatly
affects relative europium abundances.
Plagioclase has a much greater affinity _br
europium than for the other rare-earth
elements. Hence, crystallization of
plagioclase t?om a magma _411preferentially
extract europium from that magma; the
plagioclase will be enriched in europium
relative to the other rare earths and the
magma _ll be depleted.
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Until recently, most gco-
chcmists believed that the minerals olivine
and pyroxene would not preferentially
exclude or include europium, so that
crystallization of these minerals should not
change the abundance of europium relative
to the other rare earths in a crystallizing
magma. Minerals lackiug a strong affinity
for or aversion to curopiunl will have the
same ratio of europium to the other rare
earths as the magma from which those
minerals crystallized. Moreover, any lava
formed by the subsequent remelting of such
minerals will inherit the ratio that typified
the original magma.
This understanding of the
behavior of the rare earths during
crystallization of a magma is one of the
cornerstones of the lunar magma-ocean
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Fig. 2. Rare-earth element abundances in threc lunar mm_" basalts and in the average lunar highlands crust composition
proposed by Ross Taylor (Australian National Universit)O. (Apollo 15 (;reen (;lass is an especially primitive form of mare
basaltic lava, fountt as small glass beads which scientists think fiJrmcd by rapid cooli_a _'lava droph'ts in incandescent 'fire
fountains".) Abundances of rare earths have been normali_d to ehondritic meteorites to produce "smooth" patte_s for
elements other than europium. The rare earths are plotted in order of inereasi_(a atomic number, because, exccpt fi_r
europium, their ehemical properties cm_'clate smoothly with atomic number. The "bump" at europium (Eu) in the highlands
crust abundance pattern is a europium cnrichmcnt caused by the accumulation _'plaeioclasc throneh flotation during the
formation of the lunar crust. 77fisbump is matched by a complemcntm 7 "dip" or europium depiction fi_r the mark" basalt
samples. The traditional interpretation _" th# depletion # that it was inherited J}wn the depletion _" europium in the
magma ocean due to c_ystallization and flotation of pla_ioclase to jbrm the hohlands cru._-t.These complcmenta o, europium
enrichments and depletions are one of the major lines of evidence supporting the magma-ocean l_,pothesis.
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thcory. The mare-basalt lavas were depicted
in europium relative to the other rare earths.
Experimental melting studies have
established that these lavas formed by
melting of olivine and pyroxene in the lunar
mantle. Thus, the olivine and pyroxcnc in
the lunar mantle must also bc depicted in
europium.
How did this depletion arise?
According to the magma-ocean theory, it
arose because crystallization ofplagioclasc in
a magma ocean and flotation of this
plagioclase into the crust forming at the top
of the ocean removed europium from the
magma and enriched it in the crust. The
olivine and pyroxenc of the lunar mantle
subsequently crystallized from the
europium-depleted magma, inheriting its
depletion. This depiction was in turn passed
along to the marc-basalt lavas formed by
later rcmclting of the olivinc and pyroxcnc.
This scenario is particularly
appealing because it ties together the rare-
earth abundances in marc basalts and in the
rocks of the lunar crust in a single, simple
theory. Thus the complementary depiction
of europium in the marc basalts and
enrichment in the rocks of the lunar crust
(Fig. 2) was one of the fundamental
observations that led to the magma-ocean
hypothesis. This hypothesis is currently
widely acceptcd among lunar scientists.
Occasionally, however, a few heretics have
questioned the theory, and some have
proposed that early melting on the Moon
was never "occanic" in scale.
A heretical view: Rare-earth
evidence questioned. The most recent
outbreak of such heresy came from Chip
Shearer and Jim Papikc (South Dakota
School of Mines). Using a new, ultra-
sensitive technique for measuring rare-earth
clement abundances in individual mineral
grains, the}, noted that pyroxenc showed a
surprisingly large depletion in europium
relative to the other rare earths. They
suggested that this depletion was duc to a
previously unrecognized tendency of
pyroxenc to exclude europium, and further
suggested that the europium depiction of
the marc-basalt lavas was not inherited from
a europium-depicted magma ocean after all,
but instead was produced as a result of this
intrinsic property ofpyroxcnc.
Gcochcmists commonly quan-
til_ a mineral's affinity fbr, or aversion to, a
given element in terms of mineral/inch
partition coefficients. A partition coefficient
is simply the concentration of an clement in
a mineral divided by the concentration of
the clement in the silicate liquid from which
the mineral crystallized. If the partition
coefficients fi)r two diffizrcnt elements in a
mineral arc the same, then that mineral has
no tendency to exclude or include one of
the elements relative to the other, and the
ratio of the two elements should be the
same in the mineral as in the magma fi'om
which it crystallized. Partition coefficients
can be used in mathematical "models" or
calculations to simulate crystallization of the
magma ocean or melting of mantle rocks.
Using these models, the hypotheses of
magma ocean crystallization and rcmclting
of the lunar mantle to form marc basalt
lavas can be tested.
Using pyroxcnc/mclt partition
coefficients derived from their analyses of
rare-earth elements in individual pyroxcnc
grains in marc basalts, Shearer and Papikc
developed a model of magma ocean
cn_stallization and subsequent remclting of
the lunar mantle. Their model produced
lava compositions having relative
europium depletions similar to those of
the real mare lavas, without the nccessi_'
of removing plagioclasc before the olivine
and pyroxcne of the mantle c_,stallized. If
this model were to survive scientific
scrutiny, it would weaken one of the
fundamental arguments supporting the
magma-ocean hypothesis.
Orthodoxy defended: Con-
flicting conclusions from rare-earth
elements. A potential flaw in their
arguments is that Shearer and Papike could
not prove that the europium depletion they
measured in marc-basalt pyroxcnc was a
result of the intrinsic abiliq _of p_ roxcne to
discriminate between europium and other
rare earths, as opposed to merely reflecting a
preexisting europium depleti_m in the
magma from which the pyroxcnc
crystallized.
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Fig. 3. Rare-earth element partition coefficient patterns for pyroxenc. Partition coefficients indicate the relative tendency
_" elements to be incorporated in a mineral custallizing from a silicate melt. Partition coefficients for closely related
elements, such as the rare earths, are often plotted together in diagrams such as this so that any _stematic behavior, or
pattern, in their partitioning behavior will be eq,ident. Both partition coefficient patterns in this diagram indicate that
p)_oxene has a tendency to incorporate rare earths on the right side of the diagram (those with higher atomic number) to
agreater e:x'tent than thosc on the left, a trait long known togeochemists. The older partition coefficient pattern measured
by Weill and McKay indicated little" capaciU for pyroxene to separate europium from the adjacent elements in the
diagram. However, the newer pattern, from our recent work, shows a pronounced "dip" at europium, indicating that
pyroxenc has a much larger tendency to discriminate between europium and neighboring rare-earth elements than
fi_rmerly believed. Implications t_'this tendency Jbr the magma-ocean hypothesis are discussed in the text.
Using partition cocfficicnts
derived from other studies, James Brophy
and Abhijit Basu (Indiana University)
produced a mathematical model similar to
that of Shearer and Papike, except that the
calculated basalt compositions had much
smaller europium depictions than actually
observed in mare basahs. Hence, Brophy
and Basu concluded that removal oF
plagioclase prior to the custallization of the
olivine and pyroxcnc in the lunar mantlc
was in fact nccessaq, to match the marc-
basalt europium depiction, thus supporting
the magma-ocean hypothesis.
Europium partition co-
efficients revisited: Is the question
settled? Hence the controversy hinged on
exactly how strongly pyroxene can exclude
europium relative to the other rare earths.
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In nlost studies that have addressed this
question, workers have relied on decade-old
values fi_r pyroxene partition coefficients,
particularly values measurcd in rock-melting
experiments by Dan Weill and myself (then
at University of Oregon). These
meast, remcnts indicated little tendency for
pyroxcnc to cxch, dc europium
prcfcrcntially. Howcvcr, experimental and
analytical techniques have improved
considerably in rcccnt years, raising the
possibility that ncw mcasurements might
rcsolvc this controversy. Thcrcfi_rc, Jerry
Wagstaff, Loan Le (Lockheed ESCO,
Houston) and I recently remeasured
pyroxenc/melt partition coetlkients. Our
results (Fig. 3) showed that, as suggested bv
Shearer and Papikc, pyroxenc does indeed
havc a significant capacity to exclude
europium relative to thc other rare earths.
The origin of the europium
anomaly in marc basalts is still unsettled,
however. Using our new pyroxene partition
coefficients, Elizabeth Shaffcr, ]ames
Brophy, and Ablfijit Basu (Indiana
University) recomputcd their earlier models.
If they allowed no plagioclasc removal prior
to crystallization of olivine and pyroxcne,
they could indccd match the curopium
depiction observed in the natural basalts,
but only by starting with unrcasonably high
overall rarc earth abundances in the magma
ocean. If there was prior plagioclase
removal, their calculations were able to
produce rare carth abundances similar to
those observed in marc basalts using a
reasonable assumed starting composition tbr
the magma ocean. The only way they could
match the rarc earth elcmcnt abundances in
natural basalts with no prior p[agioclase
removal and reasonable magma-ocean initial
rare-earth abundances was to use pyroxenc
partition coefficients much different than
the ones we nleasurcd.
Could the actual partition
coefficicnt valucs in the hmar mantle be
similar to thosc required by Shafl_er, Brophy,
and Basu's model? Possibly. Our
experiments were done at low pressure,
whereas the lunar mantle minerals
crystallized and remelted at high pressure,
dccp within the interior of the Moon. The
ct_.'ct of pressure on partition coctficients is
llOt vet known, but must be studied bctbrc
the final chaptcr in this ston _can bc written.
We arc beginning such a study. In the
mcantimc, it appears that the magma ocean
hypothesis, including the requirement for
crystallization of plagioclasc prior to
cn,stal[ization of the minerals of the hmar
mantlc, is still intact.
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TRITON'S
POST-
CAPTURE
THERMAL
HISTORY
William B. McKinnon
Department of Earth and Planeta_3v
Sciences and McDonnell Center for
the Space Sciences
Washington University
Saint Louis, MO 63130
Was Triton captured ff()m solar
orbit by Neptune? How was this
acc(mlplished? And what evidence exists
(rom Triton's composition and geological
evolution to support the capture h)qpothesis?
These arc fascinating questions, and ones
that bear directly on the larger isstlcs of
outer solar system composition, fbrmation,
and evolution.
Planctat T scientists have long
suspected that Triton was captured bccausc
of its anomalous retrograde (backwards)
orbit. Argt,mcnts have also bccn made that
Triton and the planet Pluto are similar
N_.lics. Thus, when Triton's rock/ice raft(),
based on the density determined by
Voyager, turned ()tit to be very similar to
that of slightly smaller Pluto, this was taken
,as further evidence that Triton was
captured. The density of Triton was in fact
successfully predicted using the Pluto
analogy.
Triton's retrograde orbit, tilted
with respect to Neptune's equator, can bc
explained if Triton is a captured satellite.
Two ways tbr this capture to occur have
been suggested. The frst involves gas drag,
whereby a solar-orbiting Triton passed close
to Ncptunc when the planet was tbrming
and thus when Neptune had a large amount
of gas (mainly hydrogen and helium) in
close proximity. Gas drag would slow Triton
down just enough that it would become
permanently gravitationally bound to
Ncptunc. Orbital evolution would continue
after the initial capture, and in principle,
Triton's orbit could have shrunk and
completely circularized, attaining close to its
present orbit by gas drag alone.
However, unless gas drag
hatted, Tfiton's orbit would have continued
to decay, so the gas drag scenario relies on
the gas near Neptune having been dispersed
before this could have happened, leaving
Triton stranded in a retrograde, but
uncircularized orbit. Thc gas could have
been dispersed by the T Tauri wind that is
thought to have cleared away the solar
nebula. Thus, Tfiton's capture by gas drag is
most plausible if it occurred close to the end
of Neptune's fbrmation, when accretion is
largely over, but in which there remains a
compact disk or nebula of gas and solids
around Ncptunc. Such a nebula might,
under ordinary circumstances, have given
birth to a satellite system similar to that seen
today around Uranus, but the capturc
process apparently prevented satellite
tbrmation or destroyed preexisting satellites,
except close to Neptune.
The other, and perhaps more
likely, capture mechanism (proposed by
Peter Goldreich and co-workers at Caltech)
is collision _4th an original regular satellite,
one that would have formed from the
Neptune nebula just described. Such a
collision would have caused Triton to move
from solar orbiting to Neptune orbiting in a
single cataclvsmic step. The post-collision
orbit would have been a very elongated
ellipse, taking Triton from several Neptune
radii from the planet to greater than 2000
N#ptune radii.
The post-gas-drag orbit would
have bccn similar, but probably not so
elongated. Alter the collision, or after the
gas is dispersed in the gas drag scenario,
orbital evolution would have been mainly
controlled by tides, ahhough further
collisions may have occurred. In 1984, I
pointcd ()tit that a captured Triton would
likely have undergone massive heating as its
orbit was circularized and shrunk by the
tides raised on it bv Neptune. I estimated
that Triton complctcly melted, with the
most volatile components of its possible
makeup (methane, nitrogen) driven to the
surface. These volatile ices had been
identified spectroscopically at the time, and
their presence on Triton's surtb.ce has bcen
confirmed by Voyager.
The time scale of evolution is
an important quantity to estimate. The
simplest model of the dissipation of tidal
energy assumes that Triton remains solid
throughout its orbital evolution. It predicts
that a Triton with an extremely elongated
elliptical orbit, extcuding to the cdgc of
Neptune's gravitational sphere of influence,
would have taken almost 10 ° vcars or longer
to cvotvc inward and have its orbit
circularize. This time scale is much longer
than the estimated duration of heavv
cratering in the outer solar s.vstem (-50{)
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Fig. 1. Schematic internal structure
of Triton during the era of extreme
tidal heating. For simpliciu, only
mater ice and rock layers are
explicitly noted.
million years). Thus, Triton would have
stayed hot well beyond the era of heavy
cratcring, and it could be predicted that
little if any of the heavily cratercd terrains
seen on nearly all of the other icy satellites
would be observed on Triton by Voyager.
Models that assume Triton remained solid
cannot be correct, however, because so
much of Triton's orbital cnergq, would have
bccn dumped into the satellite that it must
have melted. More complex models arc
nccessa_r.
How soon did Triton bcgin to
melt once tidal evolution startcd? Triton is
so rock rich, approximately 70% rock by
mass with thc othcr 30% being ices, that it is
likely that Triton would have bcgun inching
its ices and unmixing, or differentiating,
spontaneously, bccausc of the cncrgy
libcratcd within the satellite by radioactive
clcmcnt (uranium, potassium, and thorium)
decay. Even tbr vc O' elongated initial orbits,
the time avcragc of tidal energy dissipated
would have bccn comparable to the power
due to radioactive clement dccav. Thcrctbre,
it is very unlikely that melting could have
been significantlv delayed. Only if Triton
was captured cold would inching have bccn
put oft', perhaps -100 million ycars. Thc best
cstimate is that Triton would havc begun to
mclt promptly.
Mching and differentiation
inside Triton would have bccn partially self-
st, staining because of the gravitational
energy libcratcd by moving rock to the
ccntcr and ice to the outside. Howcver,
co,ltinued radiogenic and tidal heating
would have bccn necessan' to push Triton
all the way to complete difli:rcntiation. This
would have been greatly aided by the tact
that thc tidal dissipation in a differentiating
body incrcascs dramatically compared with
that in a solid one. Thc dissipation increases
bccausc of abundant "hot" icc (ice near the
melting point) and transient multiphasc
regions such as ascending qush and
descending mud diapirs (all of which are
inhcrcnttv yen., dissipativc, and because the
opcning up of an intcrnal ocean allows
grcatcr tidal flexing. Calculations suggcst
that Triton would have differentiated in
under 107 ),cars, and possibly much less. The
result would have been a liquid _ atcr ocean,
approximately 200-250 miles (350-400 km)
deep, capped by a thin, conductive ice shell,
overlying a rock core.
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Continued tidal heating in the
core would have caused it to heat up and
melt as wcll. The ultimatc tidally hcated
configuration for Triton would have bccn
nearly totally molten (Fig. 1). A thin water-
ice shell would have topped a liquid water
mantle, and a thin rock shell would have
topped a molten silicate core; this lox_vr shell
may have been negatively buoyant, though,
and could have turned over as on a lava lake.
There may have been an inner core of liquid
iron-sulfur, but no iron shell bccausc the
freezing point of the core would have bcen
less than that of the molten rock mantle.
There might havc bccn substantial ammonia
(NH,_) dissolved in the water mantle, and
other ices st.oh as methane (CH 4) and
nitrogen (N2) might have tbrmcd a surlhcc
ocean.
Once Triton meltcd, and it
needed only a small portion of the total
orbital cncrgy potentially availablc to it, its
orbital cvolution would have slowed. This
seeming paradox results from the [hct that
dissipation in a molten Triton wot, ld have
been confined to the thin solid shclIs just
described. The hot, near-melting points of
both shells would have bccn quite dissipative
under tidal forcing, but the shells would
have bcen at most only a few milcs thick.
Tidal flexing is at its maximum tbr a liquid
body, but the total cttkct would have bccn
to stretch out Triton's orbital and thermal
evolution duc to tidal heating. Thus a nearly
molten Triton may have stayed hot for an
extended length of time, greater than 500
million vcars. Thcrcfbrc, as with thc simple
model of tidal heating above, it is predicted
that Triton should not have retained any
early record of heavy cratcring.
Thc real question is whcthcr
tidal heating and melting arc required to
cxplain the absence of heavily cratcrcd
terrains on Triton. This depends on the
composition of the surface. If at least
portions of Triton's surf:ace arc made of
nearly pure water ice, then ancient craters
could survive in these cold, rigid regions in
the abscncc of tidal heating and associated
gcologic activity. Thus tidal hcating would
bc necessary to explain Triton's present
appearance. If', however, there is a crust of
lower melting point ices (such as nitrogen,
methane, or ammonia) grcatcr than a few
miles thick, then continuing volcanic and
other activity in this rcla,ivcly soft layer
driven by present-day radiogenic hcating
inside Triton could probably destroy any
ancient crater population. Similarly, a liquid
layer may bc maintained in thc mantle by
the prcscncc of ammonia. In thcsc cases,
tidal hcating may not bc rcquircd.
In summarv, thc results of
rcccnt calculations and modcling suggest
that massive tidal heating and melting,
associated with Triton's capture by
Neptune, could bc targcly responsible fbr
"l'riton's geologically youththl appcarancc.
However, in order to dctcrmine whether
massive tidal heating actually occurred will
require dctailcd geological analvscs to
constrain the composition of Triton's
surf:ace layers. Further evidence for or
against thc capture hypothesis will come
from studying the chemical evolution of
Triton, to scc if thc dctailcd chemical
composition of this satellite is c(msistcnt
with an era of extreme tidal heating.
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BROILED
ALIVE!AN
INCENDIARY
THEORY OF
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DINOSAURS'
DEMISE
H. J. Melosh
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
A sofitary meteor streaks across
the dark night sky. The momentary surprise
and pleasure of glimpsing this display is
shared by people over an area a fi:w hundred
miles square. The source of the light is
usually a tiny fragment of extraterrestrial
matter less than one ha]fan inch in diameter
plummeting into the Earth's atmosphere at
a speed exceeding 25,000 miles per hour.
The friction between this fast-moving
fragment and the Earth's air raises its
temperature above the 3600 ° F vaporization
point of metal or rock, and the incandescent
meteor begins to boil away. Most meteors
evaporate completely hefbre the}, reach a
height of 40 miles, although rare large
metcors may slow down enough so that
some of their material can reach the ground.
We do not f_:elthe intense heat produced by
an individual meteor because it is so far
away.
Now, instead of the bcauq_ of a
single meteor, imagine a sky full of meteors.
During the so called meteor showers
hundreds or thousands of meteors may
appear each minute and at any given time
several meteors may be visible
simultaneously. Such displays are nowa-
days regarded as rare and beautiRd, but not
Expanding Vapor Plume
Fig. 1. The impact of an asteroid or comet creates a plume of hot vapor
and melt that expands away from the impact site at high speed. If the
impact is large enough the vapor plume blasts the atmosphere aside and the
hot debris vents above the atmosphere.
particularly dangerous, natural phenomena
like rainbows or auroras. But now imagine
a meteor shower so intense that the
individual meteors cannot be resolved by
the eye and the entire sky blazes with the
dazzling light of hundreds of millions of
tiny rock fragments, each one heated to
vaporization. The aggregate heat of all
these meteors is unbearable to observers on
the ground. Steam begins to hiss from
overheated leaves while dead twigs and
plant stems burst into flame. The heat
continues to build. Green trees now burst
into flame and the air fills with choking
smoke. Above it all the sky, continues to
glow a relentless blue-white while nearly
even_thing below is burnt into ash.
Is this a scene from a science
fiction story? Maybe not, according to
recent investigations of the ef}kcts of large
impacts on the Earth. This may, in fact, be
what the dinosaurs saw on their last day of
existence 65 million },cars ago at the end of
the Cretaceous Era, the last Age of the
Dinosaurs.
The modern ston, of the death
of the dinosaurs began in 1980 with the
publication of a paper by University of
Califi)rnia at Berkeley physicist Louis
Ah, arcz and geophysicist Walter Alvarez,
father and son, along with chemists Frank
Asario and Helen Michel (Lawrence
Berkeley LaboratotT). These scientists had
identified a 1/8" to 1/2" thick layer
separating Cretaceous rocks from Tertiaq'
rocks at Gubbio, Italy. In this layer they
found a strong enrichment of the rare
element iridium. Although iridium is rare in
the Earth's crust, it is much more common
in meteorites, and the Berkeley group
concluded that the layer had been laid down
in the aftermath of the impact of a 6-mile
diameter asteroid or comet somewhere on
the Earth.
In subsequent },ears, the
iridium-rich layer has been fbund at more
than 100 other sites distributed over the
globe, in both marine and land environ-
mcnts, and it seems to bc uniquely
associated with the end of the Cretaceous:
no other such widely distributed iridium-
rich layers have been iFbund anywhere else in
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the geologic rccord. Other investigations
havc rcfincd our knowlcdgc of the layer and
its coutcnts. Although it is ahcrcd at ncarly
all sitcs, fan Smit and G. Klavcr (Gcological
Institute, Amstcrdam, Thc Netherlands) in
1981 showcd that at thc bcst-prcscrvcd
locales the boundary laver is fltll of [ill.V
sphcrulcs, each about thc size of a grain of
sand. Wcndv Wolbach and Ed Audcrs
(Univcrsit3., of Chicago)in 1985 discovcrcd
soot and charcoal tFagments in the lavcr in
such great abundanccs that all of thc
Cretaceous forests nlust have burncd in a
single, global wildthc about the same timc
the iridium-bearing sphcrulcs were
dcpositcd. Evidcncc or increased strontium
dcposition in thc oceans suggcsts that
intensc acid rain may havc washed the
continents and uppcr oceans.
Although the actual crater
caused by the impact has not vct bccn
l(mnd (recent searches arc ccntcring on the
Caribbean), thc cvidcnce tbr a largc impact
at the end of the Cretaceous has bccomc
nearly ovcm'hclming: besides the iridium,
othcr charactcristic meteoritic clcmcnts arc
found in thc boundary laver. Tinv
fragments of shocked quartz and thc hig[1
prcssurc minerals cocsitc and stishovite have
bccn dctcctcd. Stishovitc, in particular, can
only bc produccd by thc immcnsc prcssurc
of mctcoritc impact, and has long bccn
acccptcd as the ultimatc critcrion for
impact.
Even if wc accept the physical
evidence fbr a large impact at thc cnd of
the (_rctaccous, a link is still missing in the
sto_' of thc dinosaurs' death: how did thcv
(and the myriads of othcr spccics that
bccamc cxtinct at thc same time) acmalh'
dic? In thcir original paper, the Alvarczcs
proposed that the dust lofted by thc impact
might fill the lower atmosphcrc, darkening
thc skies and bringing photosynthesis to a
halt. This dust, they suggested, would bc
globally distributed by thc winds and the
cntirc Earth would{ bc plunged into
darkness [br pcriods of months. The giant
land animals, victims of disruptcd fi)od
chains, would dic a slow dcath by
starvation. The problcm with this
"darkncss at noon" scenario (which lcd
directly to the "nuclear winter" view of thc
Impact
Fig. 2. Condensed
dcbris Ji'om thc vapor
plume fi, lhm,s ballistic
trajectories that rc-
impact tht: Earth at
grcat dista 31cos ./)'0m
the initial impact site.
Boca,so debris ma_,
travcl d{O?rc**tpaths to
gct to the"samc site, it
arrivcs gradualty m,cr
.... a period ol'aboul a_l
horn" aj?cr thc impacr
effects of global nuclear war) is that the
impact would havc to producc an
cilornlous quantity of very finc (Icss than
0.00004 inch diameter) dust.
Unfk_rtulaatcly, thcrc is no
evidence, cithcr cxpcrimcntal or theoretical,
that the ncccssary quantities of fine dust
could bc made by an impact. Even worsc,
thc boundan_ laver itsclf scorns to bc largely
composed of sphcrulcs thc size of sand
grains--much too largc to bc blown
significant distanccs by the wind. Sand-size
particles f)ll out of the atm()sphcrc in a few
hours, making it vcry unlikely that thcv
could have bccn suspcndcd tbr periods of
mollths. The darkncss at llOOn sccllario also
does not explain the cvidcncc tbr global
wildfircs.
A new view of the events at
the end of tile Cretaceous has rcccnth'
grown out of studies of the effects ()ta
large impact on the Earth. It is now
rccognizcd that the plume of hot gas and
melted projcctilc crcatcd by a high-spccd
impact would not have stoppcd at mcrc
stratospheric heights. Instead, the violcnth'
cxpanding vapor plumc from a 6-milc
diamctcr asteroid or comct would have
blasted the atnaosphcrc asidc, spewing inch
and vapor into space wctl abovc the
atmosphere (Fig. 1 ). The vapor, cooling as
it expands, condenses into myriads of tim'
droplets that fiHlmv ballistic-missile likc
paths from thc impact sitc to all parts of
thc Earth (Fig. 2 ).
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Fig. 3. When the fast ejecta arrives at the top of the atmosphere, fi'iction with the air slows it
at altitudes of about 45 miles, turning its kinetic energy into heat. The radiant heat J%m
the ejecta may be intense enough to ignite forest fires on the ground.
Theoretical studies indicate
that the particles would have each been
about the size of fine sand. The reentering
droplets lose most of their energy at
altitudes of about 45 miles, radiating it as
heat (Fig. 3). Unlike normal meteors, the
small, relatively slow-moving droplets do
not completely vaporize, but instead drop
quietly to the ground once their initial
veloc W is spent.
Computations by myself; Nick
Schneider (University of Colorado), Kevin
Zahnle (NASA Ames), and Don Latham
(U. S. Forest Service) show that the
amount of radiant heat reaching the
ground from a Cretaceous-size event is
about 10 times the heat of the Sun at noon
on a hot day in Death Valley. It is nearly
equal to the heat per unit area produced in
an oven turned to "broil". This bath of
intense heat would last more thaal an hour
over most of the Earth's surface, peaking
some twcn_' minutes after the first cjecta
began to arrive. Even green trees on the
ground would burst into flame after about
half an hour of this broiling. Normal clouds
could provide little protection: only the
thickest clouds contain enough water to
prevent the radiation t?om burning through
and searing the ground bek)w.
In addition to the radiant heat,
the reentering cjecta heats the upper air to
high temperatures, allowing the nitrogen
and oxygen to combine into NO, which
then mixes downward. Combining with
H20 in the lower atmosphere, massive
amounts of HNO,_, nitric acid, form.
Further studies by Ron Din (MIT), Bruce
Fegley (Max Planck Institute, Mainz), and
Kevin Zahnle suggest that acid rain in
unprecedented amounts would sweep the
burned-out forests and the upper ocean
water would become so acid as to cause the
death of the teeming plankton populations
of the (_retaceous seas.
Apocalyptic as these events
seem, they arc all reasonably well supported
by the evidence from the Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary layer. The pulse of
radiant heat is an inevitable consequence of
the reentry of far-flung debris from the
main impact, if it is once accepted that most
of the extraterrestrial material in the
boundaq, layer was cmplaccd ballistically,
rather than by wind dispersal. Although
charred dinosaur bones have vet to be
found, the boundary layer contains
abundant soot and even some small lumps
of charcoal that bear testimony to the global
wildfires that raged during deposition of the
layer. The true wonder of these events is
that an)n,hing at all surx'ived the catastrophe.
Our ancestors, the mammals, may have
survived because they lived in deep burrows
and could escape the heat and flames. The
large-bodied dinosaurs were evidently not
so luck)'.
Much work still neL'ds to be
done on the effects of large impacts on the
Earth and the means by which the), have
affected the biological world. The new field
of catastrophic geology opened by the
Alvarezes in 1980 is still expanding and
providing new insights into how our planet,
and the solar system, really x_x)rks.
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GEOLOGICAL
TIME ON
THE MOON:
THE AGE OF
THE CRATER
AUTOLYCUS
Graham Ryder
Lunar and Haneta_y Institute
Houston, TX
Don Bogard
NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX
Don Garrison
Lockheed Engineering and
Science Company
Houston, TX
The formation of the Imbrium
basin 3.85 billion years ago by a giant
impact on the surface of the Moon
coincided with a change in the surface
evolution of our satellite. Terrains fbrmed
before the Imbrium impact are heavily
cratered highlands. Terrains formed after
the Imbrium impact arc less intensely
cratered, and they include lava flows of mare
basalt that flooded low places on the hmar
surface, creating broad dark plains visible
from the Earth x_4ththe naked cyc.
Lunar surface units formed
after the Imbrium impact are assigned to
three systems, that is, different time periods
(Fig. 1). The divisions are relative and
determined by several characters: 1)
younger units overlie older units; 2) older
units have more craters; and 3) younger
craters are better preserved. The oldest of
these systems, called the Imbrian, is the
most heavily cratered and includes the flood
plains of mare lava that were sampled by the
Apollo 11, 15 and 17 missions. The
intermediate-aged system, called the
Eratosthcnian, is less cratercd and includes
the mare lavas at the Apollo 12 landing site.
The youngest system, called the
Copernican, is least heavily cratcrcd and inay
entirely postdate eruption of marc basalt
onto the hmar surface.
The working distinction be-
tween the latter wvo of these systems is that
Copernican craters larger than a fi:w miles in
diameter still have visible rays, whereas
Eratosthenian craters have had their rays
eroded away by later small cratering events.
(Rays arc light-colored streaks emanating
from an impact crater and they consist of
thin deposits of materials ejected from that
crater when it ti)rmcd.)
Determination of the solidi-
fication ages of marc basalts collected at the
various Apollo landing sites allows us to
infer that the transition between the
Imbrian and Eratosthcnian periods took
place about 3.2 billion years ago.
Unfortunately, the time of the transition
between the Eratosthenian and Copernican
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Fig. 2. The region of the Apollo 15
landing site (NASA photoaraph;
Apollo 15frame M-1537). "15"
marks the area of the landing site;
.... marks the specific collection area
Jbr the KREEP basalt samples we
studied. The direction of view is
toward the north. The distance from
the Apollo 15 landing site to the rim
of Auto&cus is about 80 miles;
Autolycus is about 30 miles in
diameter. The Apennine Bench is a
plains unit that was Jbrmed
immediate& after the giant impact
that formpd the Imbrium basin; this
unit consists of KREEP basalts.
periods is more difficult to dctcrminc,
because none of the Apollo sampling sites
were on units tbrmed after this transition.
The time of the Eratosthenian-
Copernican transitkm has been estimated
by assuming that impact craters have
tbrmed on the lunar sur[acc at a constant
rate over about the past 3 billion ),ears. The
date of the transition so derived is 1.1
billion years ago. This 1.1-billion-year age is
consistent with the age inferred for the
crater Copernicus, which is about 800
million years.
If the transition from
Eratosthcnian to Copcrnicall took place 1.l
billion )'ears ago, the Eratosthenian period
would represent about twice the time of the
Copernican period, because it contains t_ace
as many craters larger than about 20 miles
across (Fig. la). The actual age of the
Eratosthcnian-Copernican transition is
important to determine because it will
define the length of time mare basalts were
erupted onto the lunar stlrl_lce, and thus x_4ll
give us intbrmation on the intcmal thcrmal
history of the Moon. It also will help
determine whetlaer or not the rate of
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cratcringonthelunarsurt)cchaschangcd
withtime,rimsgivingusinformationon
the flux oF small bodies in the inncr solar
svstcm ovcr thc last 3 billion years.
Our investigations of" the
thermal histop,' of three small samplcs from
the Apolh_ 15"landing site, using thc Ar Ar
method of radiomctric age dctcrmmati(m,
permit revision of the cstimatc of the time
of the Eratosthcniau (k_pcmican transition.
The samples wc studied wcrc all small chips
of potassium rich lavas (called KREEP
basalts by lunar pctrologists). KREEP
basaits arc not representative of thc lavas
that fi_rm the marc plains at the Apolh_ 15
landing site. lnstcad, they arc oldcr, having
solidified about 3.85 billion years ago,
immediately after the great impact that
fl,rmcd the Imbrium basin. They
apparently wcrc later ejected from the arca
where thcv solidificd and wcrc throwll onto
the surtacc at thc landing site by an impact.
Our analyses demonstrate that
all thrcc samplcs wcrc hcatcd and altcrcd by
an impact that took place 2.1 billion vcars
ago. It islikch' that this was the samc
impact that brought the rocks to thc sitc.
Thc question is: What impact was it that
heated, altcrcd, and transportcd thcsc
fragments?
Two largc craters that tbrmcd
during the Copernican period, Aristillus and
Autolycus, lic to the north of the Apollo 15
landing site (Fig. 2). The shape of
Autoh'cus is degraded and Aristillus appears
ti'cshcr, so that Aristillus nlust be younger.
Even prior to thc Apollo 15 mission, it was
rccognizcd that light colorcd strcaks, callcd
rays, emanating from one or both (>t"these
craters crossed thc landing site. Thcsc rays
arc thought to consist of ffagmcnts cjcctcd
t'rom the craters and sprayed ()tit across the
lunar surface. Thus, rock fragments fi'om
Aristillus and/or Autoh'cus should bc
prcscnt at thc Apollo 15 site.
Autolvcus is our primc can-
didatc for a sourcc fbr our samplcs of altered
KREEP basalt. It is in an appropriate
terrain, the Apcnninc Bcnch, which has been
cstablishcd by rcmotc scnsing of chemical
composition to consist of" KREEP basalts. It
is also closcr to the landing site than
Aristillus. Craters farthcr away than these
two should not have transported much
matcrial to the landing site, and thcrc arc no
closer cratcrs of appropriatc size to bc thc
source oF the samples we bavc analvzcd.
Thus, our samplc data and thc gcology of
the rcgion strongly st,ggcst that the crater
Autolycus fimncd in an impact 2.1 billion
years ago. The only plausiblc altcrnativc is
that Aristillus is 2.1 billion ycars old, in
which case Aut(@cus would bc cvcn oldcr.
Autolycus is one of the most
dcgradcd, thus oldest, of the craters tbrmcd
during the Copernican period. If it is 2.1
billion years old, as our data strongly
suggcst, thcn the gcncrally accepted lunar
gcologic time scale needs rcvisiotL as shown
in Figurc lb. Wc concludc that thc
()opcmican pcriod was twice as long as the
Eratostlacnian, not half as long. Our rcsults
indicate that the assumption of a constant
ratc of impacts (into the hmar suflhcc {br thc
past 3 billion vcars is incorrect, as wc find
that thc Eratosthcnian craters, which arc
D,vicc as ntlmerous as thc Copernican craters,
fl_rmcd ill only half thc time. Thus, it
appears that thc cratcring rate was fi)ur timcs
as high in the carlicr Eratosthcnian period as
in the Copernican.
Our results further indicate
that the flooding of thc lunar surthcc by
marc basalts may have ceased about .2
billion }'ears ago, not 1 billion years ago. If
this is thc case, then the source of internal
heat that produced the basaltic lavas ccascd
to bc cfl;.:ctivc nluch carlicr than prcviously
tl]ought.
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HIGHLANDS:
THEIR
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AND
TOPOGRAPHY
Suzanne Smrekar and Roger Phillips
Department of GeologicalSciences
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, TX 75275
As the planet most similar in
size and density to Earth, Venus provides an
invaluable testing ground for our
understanding of dynamic processes on
Earth. One of the fundamental questions fbr
Venus is how the planet loses its internal
heat. Earth loses its heat primarily through
the system of plate tectonics. Hot material
rises to the surface at oceanic spreading
ridges; cold material returns to the interior
at subduction zone trenches. The pattern of
rising and sinking material is related to
convection in the interior. Since silicatc
bodies significantly smaller than Earth (like
Mars, Mercury, and our Moon) contain a
smallcr volume of heat producing elements,
they are able to lose their heat primarily
through conduction to the surface. Givcn
the similarity in size and mean density
between Venus and Earth, we expect that
Venus may losc most of its internal heat in
the same manner as Earth, namely through
plate tectonics.
The most obvious surface
manifestation of plate tectonics is an
extensive network of trenches and spreading
ridges. Although currently available data for
Venus does not rule out the existence of
ridges and trenches, it seems clear that if
plate tectonics operates on Venus, it does so
in a less vigorous manner than on Earth.
Earth also loses somc of its heat at "hot
spots" such as Hawaii. Hot spots consist of
regions where hot material rises in an
isolated convective plume, rather than at a
linear ridge, causing enhanced heat flow and
volcanism. One hypothesis is that on Venus,
in contrast to Earth, hot spots arc the
primary heat loss mechanism, and plate
tectonics plays a secondary role. The
morphology of many venusian highland
regions is similar to terrestrial hot spots,
consisting of broad, gentle domes, with
smaller, steeper peaks that appear to be
volcanic.
Largc topographic masses, such
as those tbund at hot spots, exert stress on
the intcrior of a planet. Often this
topographic stress is balanced by material
that is lower in density than the
surroundings, and which gives rise to forces
directcd upwards. Man}, terrestrial
mountains arc supported by low density
"roots" that extend down into the more
dense material normally found in the
interior. This mechanism is known as Ai_,
compensation.
Thc topography abovc hot
spots is supported, or compcnsatcd, by both
the dynamic buoyancy three of the rising
plume ("dynamic compensation") and the
density contrast that occurs when the plume
heats up cooler material near the surface
{"thermal compensation"). The depth at
which the pressure of thc excess mass of the
mountains is balanced out is termed the
"compensation depth." By modeling the
relationship between gravitational
acceleration and topography, it is sometimes
possible to distinguish between
compensation mcchanisms. For instance,
gravity data fi)r Venus suggest that the
topography at scvcral highland rcgions is
compensated dynamically by convcctivc
flows, lending strength to thc idea that they
may bc hot spots.
In a recent study we used
gravity data to estimate compensation
depths for 12 venusian highland ti:aturcs:
Astoria, Aria, Bell, Beta, Ovda, Phoebe,
Tellus, Thctis, and Ulfrun Rcgiones,
Nokomis Montcs, Sappho and Gula Mons.
The compensation depth is found by
comparing the observed and predicted
gravity, which consists of the gravity
expected from the topography plus the
contribution from the compensating mass at
depth. The model of predicted gravity is
rerun until a best fitting compensation
depth is found. Compensation depths fbr
the 12 highland regions range from 50 km
(31 miles) to 270 km (167 miles).
In addition to compensation
depth, the geoid to topography ratio
providcs useful information for
distinguishing between compensation
mechanisms. The gcoid is the integral of the
gravity data, and is difficult to calculate
directly from the available data t0r Venus.
Using the compcnsation depth and the
topography, the gcoid for each region can
bc estimatcd. The geoid to topography ratio
(GTR) range for the venusian fcaturcs
named above is 7-31 m/km (37-164
ft/mile). The GTR values fall into two
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statistically distinct groups: a lower GTR
group with a range of 7 13 m/kin (37 69
ft/mile), and a higher GTR group with a
range of 19-25 m/kin (101-132 f_/milc).
The GTRs for the 12 venusian highland
features arc plotted versus maximum
topographic height in Figure 1.
Fitting thcorctical models to
the two GTR groups shows that the lower
group can bcst bc explained by thcrmal
compcnsation. Somc contribution to thc
support of the topography from cithcr Airy,
or d.vnamic compcnsation cannot bc ruled
out. The upper GTR group requires a
componcnt of dynamic support, ahh(mgh a
small contribution from Air,,, or thermal
compcnsation is likely. This evidence fi)r
dynamic compcnsation of thc highland
t'caturcs, along with their morphology,
suggests that the regions in the upper GTR
group arc activc hot spots. Thc f_:aturcs in
the lowcr GTR group cot, ld also bc rclatcd
to hot spots, but bccausc the proportion of
dynamic support is much lcss, thcy would
have to bc in a diffcrcnt stage of evolution,
perhaps dying out.
On Earth, the GTRs for
topographic ti:atures supported by a variety.
ofcompcnsation mechanisms all fall into the
rangc 14 m/kin (5-26 fi/mile). Figure 1
shows GTRs tbr 53 tcrrcstrial occanic hot
spots, swells and plateaus (Sandwcll,
University Tcxas, Austin). GTRs for
vcnusian features arc dramatically highcr
than GT1Ls tbr cquivalcnt terrestrial regions.
If the oceans were removed from thosc
features, their GTRs would incrcasc by a
factor of-1.5, as the dcnsit 3, contrast at thc
surfhce would increase from the diffcrencc
bctwecn crustal rock density and water to
the difl_:rence bctwecn crustal rock and air.
The most significant contri-
bution to high _vnusian GTRs appears to bc
thc lack of a low viscosity zone. On Earth,
between roughly 100 km (62 miles) and
Fig. I. Estimated geoid to topograpl_
ratios as a function of topographic
height. Stars indicate venusian
highland features; triangles represent
terrestrial oceanic hot spot_, swells and
plateaus.
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200 km (124 miles) depth, a zone of low
viscosity occurs. This zone exists because the
prcssure-tcmpcraturc dcpcndencc of various
mantle minerals causes them to bc more
readily deformed at those depths. I,owcr
melting tcmpcraturcs, perhaps duc to the
prcscncc of watcr in this region, may also
contributc to dccrcasing the viscosity. As the
surface temperature on Venus is 450 ° (7
(842 ° F) hotter than Earth, the
temperature-pressure conditions that exist in
the tapper few hundreds of kilometers
(miles) are considerably diff':rent from those
on Earth.
Thus, a low viscosity zone may
not exist at all. Upper mantle COlWCCtion
models show that the presence of a
significant low viscosity zone dccrcascs the
GTR by a least a f:actor of 2 (Elizabeth
Robinson, Stanford). The cxtrcmcly high
GTRs fbund fbr somc vcnusian highlands
cannot bc fit if a low viscosity zone is
inchided in convcctivc models. On Earth,
the presence of" a k)w viscosi_, zone means
that GTRs tbr oceanic topographic ffaturcs
which arc dynamically compensated can
appear arbitrarily small; this resttlts in a small
overall GTR range.
The lack of a low viscosity zonc
has important implications fi)r Venus. The
low viscosity zone on Earth may play a key
role in plate tcctonics. Without thc
lubrication providcd by a weak zone, the
resistance to platc motion might bc
st,fl_cicnt to stop or at least slow down plate
vclocitics. This may mean that if plate
tectonics exists, it could not be as vigorous a
heat loss mcchanism on Vcnus as on Earth.
Further, without a low viscosity zone, the
horizontal forces of convection might bc
coupled into the upper surface layers,
causing the layers to deform as they resist
the convective motion (Phillips, SMU). On
Earth, thc plates movc easily over the low
viscosity zonc until added resistance is
encountcrcd (fi)r example, at subduction
trenches). Thus despite the similarities in
bulk properties between VelltlS and Earth,
the variation in surf:ace tempcraturc appears
to result in important difli:rcnccs. The lack
of a low viscosiw zone appears to control
which hcat loss mcchanism dominates
vigorously convccting plancts: plate
tectonics or hot spots.
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CRUSTAL
STRUCTURE
AND EARLY
BOMBARDMENT
HISTORY OF
THE MOON
Paul D. Spudis
U. S. Geological Survey
Flagstafll AZ
Understanding the early cw)-
lution of the Moon is a complicated task
that requires synthesis of many different
kinds of infi)rmation. For many research
topics, this synthesis is best achieved by
multidisciplinary studies invoMng several
workers x_4th varied fields of expertise. I am
collaborating with Graham Ryder (Lunar
and Planetary Institute, Houston), Jeff
Taylor and Klaus Kcil (University of
Hawaii), and Richard Grieve (Geological
Survey of Canada) in a multidisciplinary
study that addresses several important
topics ill early lunar crustal evolution.
One of the topics wc arc
studying is the composition and structure
of the Moon's crust. Geophysical ex-
periments carried out by the Apollo
astronauts indicated that this outer laver of
the Moon is composed of rclativclv tow
density rock and is about 70 kilometers
F(n. 1. Vicm _¢'thc Imbrium basin on the Moon. 7he circular
arrmfflcmcnt of mountains, scarps, and ridges delineates the
rim _¢'a giant a**cicnt crater, called a basin, that is almost
1200 kilometers in diameter (750 miles). After the basi_l
./brmcd, its low-lying rt_ions mcrc floodcd In, dark lavas.
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thick (43 miles). Bdbrc we can understand
how and when this crust fi)rmcd, we need
to know the elemental composition of its
rocks and the spatial distribution of
dittkrent rock Wpes.
A second topic wc arc invcsti
gating is the history of impact bom-
bardment of the hmar surt_ace. Impact, by
bodies of a great range of sizes, has been
one of the major processes that has shaped
the lunar surface. If we can dctcnninc the
times that difli:rent impact craters fbrmcd,
we can construct a time scale fi)r events in
lunar surf]ace evolution.
Our studies of the largest of
the lunar impact craters have given tlS
intbrmation on both these topics. The
largest lunar craters arc called basins. These
arc circular structures, consisting of
alternating concentric tings of troughs and
ridges. Their diameters range ti-om 300 to
2500 kilometers (185-1550 miles). The
impacts that fbrmcd these basins excavated
rock from great depths ill the crust, at least
several tens of kilometers, and brought this
rock to the surface. By studying the
material excavated by basin impacts, we call
determine the nature of the crest at depth.
Furthemaore, if we can determine the time
when an indMdual basin tbrmcd, this date
gives us infi)rmation on tile timing of other
geologic events Oll the Moon.
Our studies have fi_cuscd on
investigation of samples from the lunar
highlands, the light-colored, densely
cratcrcd, relatively old areas of the lunar
surface. The matcrial at thc hmar st,dhcc is
a kind of soil, called rcgolith, that consists
of fragments of rock broken, mixed, and
melted by small impacts. All the lunar
samples brought to Earth wcrc collected
t?om rcgolith, so none wcrc fimnd ill the
places ill which they tbrmcd. Some of the
lunar samples collected flom highlands
rcgolith arc igneous rocks -- they
rcprcscnt thc solidification products of lavas
or silicatc mclts that tbnned as a rcsult of
internally generated heating of the Moon.
Among these arc rocks fi)rmcd during the
yen' earliest histon' of the Moon, and such
rocks (called pristine) appear to bc the
primary building blocks of the lunar crest.
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Fig. 2. Lunar sample 15455,
collected _ astronauts Dave Scott
and Jim Irwin during the Apollo
15 mission to the Apennine
mountains in 1971. a) The sample
before it was subdivided for study
(NASA photograph S-71-46527).
The dark material is impact melt
rock formed during the Imbrium
basin impact. The white materials are
J_agments of pristine igneous rocks, b) A view
of a thin slice of the dark impact melt rock, as
seen through a microscope with crossed
polarizers. Width of the field of view is about 2
millimeters (about 8/100 of an inch). The
smaller grains represent c_stallized impact
melt. The lar_er crystals are unmelted
mineral _'agments that were included within
the melt. We have determined the elemental
compositions of these mineral fragments to
determine the nature of their parent rocks.
Most of the lunar samples
collected at highlands sites, however, are
rocks that have been strongly altered by
impact processes. Most highlands rocks are
breccias -- they consist of aggregates of
rock fragments that have been shattered, in
some cases mixed, and in somc cases melted
by impact processes. Others are impact melt
rocks -- they represent solidified silicate
melt that was produced by the tremendous
heating associated with impact. The origin
of some of these brcccias and impact melt
rocks has not been fully explained, and we
believe that they contain clues to early lunar
evolution.
Two rocks collected from the
Apennine mountains of the Moon in 1971
by the Apollo 15 astronauts appear to be
breccias created by the giant impact that
formed one of the largest basins on the
Moon, the Imbrium basin (Fig. 1). The
Imbrium basin is over 1100 kilometers (680
miles) across and its formation probably
excavated rock from depths as great as 70 to
80 kilometcrs (43-50 miles), at the base of
the lunar crust. Thc two rocks consist
mostly of impact melt rock, which we
believe represents the solidified melt that
formed by large-scale melting of the lunar
crust during the Imbriunl basin impact.
The bulk elemental compo-
sition of this melt rock is vc_, difl_zrcnt than
the average composition of lunar surface
material, as determined by analyses of lunar
soil samples and by rcmotc-scnsing
experiments. It is richer in iron and
magnesium and poorer in calcium and
aluminum. We suggest that this solidified
melt formed by melting of rocks of the
lower crust, and wc infer that the
composition of the lower crust is different
than that of the upper crust.
Thesc impact melt rocks
contain a myriad of largc and small
unmelted mineral and rock fragments (Fig.
2), most of which seem to bc pieces of
shattered pristine igneous rocks. We have
studied these mineral and rock fragments
and have compared their elemental
compositions to those of mineral grains in
pristine igneous rocks. In contrast to our
cxpectations, we find that most of these
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fragments come from a rather limited
number of pristine rocks.
We also find that the bulk
elemental composition of the parts of these
rocks that represent solidified impact melt
cannot be made by melting and mixing, in
any proportion, the types of fragments
included _thin the melt. This observation
tells us that there are "missing" rock types
-- rock types that are present in the lunar
crust but that are not present, in forms
unaltered by impacts, in our collection of
lunar samples.
Surprisingly, we also find that
anorthositc (a rock that consists almost
entirely of the calcium-aluminum silicate
mineral anorthite) is virtually absent among
the rock and mineral fragments. Most
workers believe that anorthositc makes up at
least half the volume of the upper part of the
lunar crust. We feel that anorthosite
originally made up the upper part of the
crust in the Imbrium area. We h_othesize
that anorthosite fragments were not
incorporated in the Imbfium melt because
this type of rock was removed by the efli:cts
of large impacts that took place in the area
betbre the Imbfium impact.
The ages of lunar rocks may be
determined by mcasuring the concen-
trations of naturally radioactive isotopes
(which decay at known rates) and their
daughter products, and comparing these
concentrations to the concentrations of
stable isotopes. A surprising result of some
of the early determinations of lunar rock
ages was that the ages of impact melt rocks
and of fragments from highlands breccias
tended to cluster around 3.8 to 3.9 billion
years. This clustering of ages suggested to
Gerald Wasserburg and his co-workers
(Califbrnia Institute ofTechnoloD, ) that the
Moon underwent a massive impact
bombardment, by many relatively large
objects, 3.8 to 3.9 billion years ago. They
termed this event "the lunar cataclysm."
Many others workers ques-
tioned this interpretation, because it is
difficult to understand why such a great
number of large objects should be present in
the solar system so long after its formation
(about 4.6 billion years ago), and why so
many of them should hit the Moon within a
relatively short time interval. These other
workers proposed that basins were produced
on the Moon from the time of its fbrmation
until about 3.8 billion years ago, but that
the formation of the latest basins obscured
the record of formation of earlier basins.
Recently, thc cataclysm con-
ccpt has bccn revived by Graham Ryder.
Rydcr notcs that thc ages determined on
melt rocks that arc thought to represent
basin impact melts are all in the 3.8-3.9
billion year age rangc. Hc suggcsts that, if
there wcrc oldcr mclts produced by basin-
l%rming impacts, wc would see some record
in the spectrum of measured ages.
As part of our study of early
cratering history, Jeff Taylor and I have
collaborated with Tim Swindle (University
of Arizona) and his co workers to try to
determine the age of a basin that has not
previously been dated -- the Crisium basin,
on the eastern edge of the Moon. We
searched through the samples brought to
Earth in 1972 by the Soviet probe Luna 20,
looking for impact melt rocks that might
represent melt generated by the Crisium
basin-forming impact. We analyzed several
samples and found that the Crisium basin
probably formed within the time interval
from 3.8 to 3.9 billion years ago; our best
estimate for the age of Crisium is 3.895
+0.017 billion years.
Our estimate for the age of the
Crisium basin provides support for the
cataclysm concept. We note, however, that
all of the basins that have been dated are
close to each other, because the Apollo and
Luna landing sites encompassed a fairly
small area of the lunar surface. To resolve
the issue of a cataclysm, ages are needed
for basin impact melt rocks from areas on
the Moon distant from the Apollo and
Luna sites.
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Many ideas about the early
martian climate involve the concept of a
carbon dioxide atmosphere with a pressure
of more than 1 bar in order to explain the
presence of observed surt)ce fi:amres which
seem to bc due to liquid water existing in a
dense atmosphere. One bar is about the
atmospheric pressure on Earth now (only a
ve_, small fraction of which is CO 2). The
present atmosphere of Mars is mostly C() 2
and has a pressure of'only seven thousandths
of a bar. Carbonate tbrmation would lower
the CO 2 pressure and occurs easily in wet
environments. This has been invoked to
explain the destruction of a dense, early
atmosphere on Mars. However, since
surficial liquid water would only exist (in
sufficient quantities) as long as the carbon
dioxide pressure was above a level of about
onc atmospherc, an additional nacchanisnl
to lhrther reduce the pressure of the carl}"
atmosphere must be identified.
To gct it to thc present valuc of
scvcn thousandtlas of a bar, wc have
cvaluatcd the concept of dr}' carbonate
formation (i.c., withot, t the presence of a
liquid phase of water). Further, we have
determined the implications of such a
proccss fbr the cvolution of the atmosphcric
pressure over time, and are presently
beginning experimental work to evaluate
the process in the laboraton_.
Thc hypothesis that Mars oncc
had a CO 2 atmosphcrc with a pressure
much greater than today's value is not
univcrsallv acccptcd bccausc it rests on a
chain of reasoning constrained mainly by
images fi'om orbiting spacccraE, and not by
field observations. Spacecraft observations
of branching valley networks (Fig. 1),
similar to water runoff channels on Earth,
and previous high crosion rates inferred
from the degradation of craters and other
Fig. 1. Branching valley networks in
the Southern Highlands of Mars, one
piece of evidence for a possible early
dense atmosphere which permitted
liquid water to exist at the surface.
(Viking Orbiter image. The largest
crater is about 30 miles across.)
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fcaturcs, both indicate thc possiblc long
term prcscncc cm the surt_cc of substa,ltial
liquid water (transito D, rivers at least, lakes
or oceans pcrhaps), although othcr ex-
planations R_r some of the observations have
also been prop.sod,
For liquid watcr to have cxistcd
at the surtacc over thc millions of years
tllought to bc ncccssarv to explain the
observations, the tcmperaturc most likely
would have had Io remain above the
fi-cczing point tbr that time. Givcn Mars'
distance from the Still, such a surthcc
tcmperaturc could only have bccn
maintained if the atmosphere was dense
enough that grccnhousc conditions cxistcd.
Carbon dioxide is a good grccnhousc gas
and an earl}, dense atmosphere in contact
with abundant surthcc watcr would havc
permitted the formation of carbonates in
sufficicnt quantitics to reduce the
atmospheric CO 2 prcssurc.
Howcvcr, thcrc would havc
come a point as the temperature declined
whcrc thc conditions would havc bccn
illsufficicnt tbr fllrthcr carbonatc formation
in this way. lames Pollack (NASA Ames
Research Center) and others have shown
that the lowest pressure at which wet
carbonatc [7ormation continues would have
bccn around 1 bar (corresponding to a
grccnhousc tcmpcraturc about equal to the
fi-cczing point ofwatcr).
The possibility that an early
dcnsc CO 2 atmosphcrc on Mars was
destroyed by dn' carbonate fiml_ation was
first investigated in 1978 by Michael Booth
and Hugh Kicfl_:r (University of Calilbrnia,
l.os Angeles). At about tile samc timc,
work by James Gooding (Univcrsitv of New
Mexico) showcd that the rcaction of C(),
with silicate mincmls to torm carbonates was
likely to bc thermodynamically stablc undcr
past and present martian conditions -- that
is, it should proceed. However, the kinetics
of the reaction -- thc rate at which it
should proceed -- was tmknown. Booth
and Kicffcr pcrR_rmcd an cxpcrimcnt to
examine the rate ofcarbonatc growth within
rock powdcrs subjected to Mars-like
environmental simulations (including the
near abscncc of liquid water).
Their rcst,lting yicld was less
than a monolaycr of carbonate on powder-
size grains in the span of several days.
Howcvcr, they showed that the rate of the
rcaction ,norc than accounts (by scvcral
ordcrs of"magnitude) tbr thc dcstruction of
1 bar of CO 2 over geologic time (billions of
years). Unlbrtunatcly, thcir study had major
limitations; namcly, there is no reliable basis
tor cxtrapolation to longer timcscalcs, since
lcss than a monolaycr for,ncd, and the
nature of any "rind" (greater than one
monolaycr) which might havc tbrmcd with
['urthcr reaction was thcrcforc not
charactcrizcd.
()ur treatment of thc hypo
thcsis of dn/carbonate [brmation has bccn
thcorctical so far. Wc attcmptcd to find
publishcd rcsults whcrc the carbonatc
fi>rmed by CO 2 interaction with silicates in
the abscncc of liquid water was actually
cxamincd (c.g,, with a scanning electron
microscope), but without success. In the
abscncc of" experimental results, wc
considered the wont case -- that in which
the formation of a rind limits the
cffcctivcncss of thc rapid reaction rcportcd by
Booth and Kicfl_:r. Namely, wc cousidcrcd
the question: Is the pr_)ccss (of dry
carbonate tbrmation) limited by the ratc of
rcactkm, or is it limited by the slow diffusion
of CO, gas molecules through thc
carbonate rind which has fi)rmcd? Wc
fbtmd that the diffusivitv o[" CO 2 through
carbonate is probably low enough that the
process is solidly in the diffusion-limited
regime.
Over geologic time, tiffs
diffusion limitcd dry carbonatc formation is
capablc of tbrming coatings on silicate grains
suflicicnt to store up to about 1 bar of(X)2,
assuming reasonable valucs tbr the amount
and size of available near surfacc grains.
Bccausc wc are dealing with a diffusion
limited reaction, Booth and Kieffcr's dn'
carbonate growth rate could bc too large by
many ordcrs of magnitude and this result
would still bold. In this sense the reaction
rate is irrelevant -- it is the diffusMtv that
dctcrmincs the ratc of carbonate growth.
Howcvcr, wc would still likc to
veritY' the rapid reaction rate of Booth and
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Kiefti:r. We are presently proceeding with
experiments which would improve on
Booth and Kiefli:r's approach by (a) not
constraining ourselves to present Mars
surface conditions (e.g., using higher
temperatures, hopefully expediting the
reaction), and (b) better characterizing the
reaction product (i.e., its composition, and
whether the reaction indeed proceeds
beyond a monolayer). Still, we have no
guarantee that we will proceed beyond a
monolayer, nor that Booth and Kietti:r's
results are a reliable guide for what we
should expect.
In the meantime, assuming a
diffhsion-limited reaction, we have come to
the following conclusions regarding the
climate evolution of Mars (illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2):
( 1 ) Storage of CO 2 by this mechanism of
dO, carbonate fi)rmation could account for
the 1-bar drop in pressure over geologic
time.
(2) Because the diffusivity would have
been higher when the pressure first began to
drop (due to the higher temperature), the
initial rate of CO 2 storage in carbonates
would have been quite rapid.
(3) As CO2 was stored and the pressure
dropped, diffusion would have become
more difficult, and the initial rapid rate of
CO2 pressure drop would have slowed
drastically due to the strong influence of
diffusivity on temperature (temperature
fbllows pressure in a greenhouse scenario).
Specifically, the present-day CO 2 pressure is
predicted to be slowly decreasing (ignoring
climate fluctuations and other sources of
C02).
Further modeling of diffusion-
limited dry carbonate formation, and a
better understanding from our experiments
of the rate of the reaction, _ill allow us to
decide whether diffusion or the reaction rate
determines weathering on Mars.
If the dry carbonate reacdon is
significant, it may help cxplain the transition
from an early dense atmosphere to the
present low pressure, and it may play a role
in the present climate.
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LUNAR
METEORITES:
EXPLORING
THE MOON
VIA
ANTARCTICA
Paul H. Warren
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics
University of Californ ia
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1567
The Moon is the only body in
the solar system that can be positively
identified as the source of a particular t3,pe
of meteorite. Thanks to the sampling
achieved by the U. S. Apollo program
(manned landings at six separate sites
between 1969 and 1972), and by the Soviet
Luna program (automated core samplers at
three sites between 1970 and 1976), we
know that lunar materials have many
distinctive properties which, obser_,ed in a
meteorite, allow a definite identification of
the Moon as the source. If we had not gone
to the Moon, we would not be able to
recognize our satellite as the source of these
distinctive meteorites.
Rocks brought back from the
M{Jon by the Apollo and Luna missions fhll
into nvo broad categories, on the basis of
their mineral asscmblages and geologic
occurrences. The first catego W consists of
rocks rich in thc mineral plagioclase
(calcium-aluminum silicate), collected from
lunar highlands areas. The lunar highlands
are the light-colored, densely cratered,
relatively old areas of the lunar surthce, and
most highlands rocks show the effects of a
tong history of alteration by impacts. The
second categon, consists of rocks rich in the
mineral pyroxenc (calcium-iron magnesium
silicate), collected from lunar maria areas.
The lunar maria, or seas, are the dark-
colored lava plains that covcr the low-lying
areas of the lunar surface. Their rocks, which
are solidified lavas called mare basalts, are
generally younger than highlands rocks.
The Apollo and Luna missions
also showed us that the material at the hmar
surf_ace is a kind of soil, called rcgolith, that
consists of fi'agments of highlands and marc
rocks broken, mixed, and melted by small
impacts. Some of the hmar rocks brought to
Earth are consolidated hmar soils, and these
rocks are called rcgolith breccias.
The first lunar meteorite was
recognized as such in 1982. Today, the
number of hmar meteorites has climbed to
clevcn, and all of them have been found in
Antarctica. Howcver, the tally of truly
separatc lunar meteorites is reduced to
eight, or perhaps fewer, if instances of
"paired" meteorites (meteorites broken
apart during passage through the
atmosphere or upon impact with thc solid
Earth) are counted as single samples.
The Japanese collected five of
the eight lunar meteorites, and the), are
stored at the Japanese National Institute of
Polar Research (Tokyo, Japan). The other
three, including the largcst, wcrc collected
by the U.S. National Science Fimndation
and are curatcd at NASA's Johnson Space
Center (Houston, Texas). The range of
masses is typical for Antarctic meteorites,
with five of the eight weighing only 2/10 of
an ounce to 20Ul]CCS. However, the biggest
three weigh from 1 to 1.6 pounds each. ,_ks
only a fraction of an ounce is nccdcd to
accomplish a wide range of scientific studies,
these rocks providc ample material fbr many
investigations.
The collections of meteorites
that are brought back from Antarctica nearly
cvcry year consist of hundrcds of spccimcns.
These rocks must bc classified based on their
superficial characteristics in ordcr to idcnti_'
the most intercsting samples for dctailcd
study. Abot, t 1 out of 1000 meteorites
fiJund in Antarctica has turncd out to bc
from the Moon. A lunar mctcoritc is
typically first rccognized because the
compositions, shapes, and relations of" its
minerals arc like those of the Apollo and
Luna samples. Once a meteorite is identified
as a potential hmar samplc, then it is studied
in detail. Various elemental ratios have been
fi)und to distinguish lunar rocks from other
rocks. Particularly useful arc the ratios of
iron to mangancsc, gallium to alunlinum,
sodium to calcium, phosphort, s to
lanthanum, and cobalt to chromium. Even
more definite signs of lunar atfinit3, can bc
obtained by measuring certain isotopic
ratios, most notably ratios among the thrcc
stable isotopes of oxygen (oxygen-16,
oxygen 17 and oxygen- 18).
The lunar meteorites that wcrc
first recognized as such arc rcgolith brcccias
(consolidated lunar soils) that are rich in
highland rock fragments. Because these
meteorites arc so rich in the mineral
plagioclasc, the possibility that thcv wcrc
lunar rocks was recognized fairly quickly
aider they wcrc collcctcd. During the last
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year, four Antarctic mctcoritcs that arc
basalts wcrc also recognized to bc lunar.
Lunar marc basalts are more difficult to
distinguish from other types of mctcoritcs
than are lunar highland rocks. The rocks arc
superficially similar to a class of meteorites
called cucrites. Thc first lunar mare-basalt
meteorite recognized as such was classificd
as a cucrite, based on its superficial
characteristics, until it was studied in detail
in 1989. Shortly aftcr thc initial discover,
that a hmar basalt had been tound among
the Antarctic meteorites, Keizo Yanai
(National Institute of Polar Research,
Tokyo, Japan)identified two additional
mcteorites that are hmar mare basahs.
Lunar meteorites arc trans-
ported to Earth as fragments cjcctcd from
impact craters pr(*duced when an asteroid or
comet collides with the Moon. A typical
impact that brings a lunar rock m Earth may
involve an impacting body roughly half a
mile in diameter smashing into the Moon at
an intcrplanctao, velocity of 20,000 miles
per hour, torming a cratcr some six miles in
diamctcr. Only a small proportion of the
total debris ejected from such a crater would
bc propcllcd toward the Earth. Fortunately
fi)r the inhabitants of Earth, collisions of this
magnitude arc rare (pcrhaps one per million
),ears tbr thc Moon, and two per million
},ears ti)r the Earth).
Cosmic ray exposure-age data
give us infi)rmation on the number of
impacts that have produced the lunar
meteorites, on the amount of time it took
for a given lunar meteorite to reach the
Earth, and on the history of breakup of the
meteorite during its trip to Earth. Most
(though not all) lunar meteorites havc much
shorter cosmic ray exposure agcs than other
meteorites. This finding indicates that, after
they were ejected from the lunar surfhcc,
they were not exposed to cosmic rays in
space (or very long. A related type of
measurement, called the "terrestrial age",
dates the time since the mctcofitc arm,ed on
the Earth's st,rthcc. The sum of thcsc two
ages gives thc time since the meteorite left
the Moon.
Such ages have st) far bccn
detcrmined fi)r only E)ur of thc eight hmar
mctcorites, by Otto Eugstcr (Univcrsit 3, of
Bern, Switzerland) and Kuni Nishiizumi
(University of California at San Diego).
Their rcsults show that one lunar mctcoritc
(rcprcscntcd by a group of three "paired"
mcteoritcs) left thc Moon about 11 million
),cars ago, one left less than 200,000 years
ago, one left roughly 170,000 ),cars ago,
and one left bctwccn 200,000 and 500,000
),cars ago. Thus, at least two aud probably
thrcc or fbur source craters am rcprcscnted
by just these fimr mctcoritcs.
The value of the lunar mctc-
()rite collection as an augmentation of
previous sampling of thc Moon can bc
appreciated by notmg that the Moon has
bccn directly sampled only at nine tightly
clustered sites, six Apollo and three Luna
sites. For technological reasons, the nine
sites were all within a small region of the
Moon's central nearside. A polyhcdron
drawn around all six Apollo site> covers only
2.7 percent of the Moon's sarface, and
adding the three Luna sites only stretches
this coverage to 4.4 percent (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, sampling at each one of the
sites was limited to a rdativcly small area.
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During the latcr Apollo
missions, the astronauts wcrc ablc to obtain
samples i-_'oln as much as seven miles apart,
hut during thc carlicr nlissi()llS all thc
samples wcrc collected from very limited
areas. Thc I,una pn)bcs acquired only ouc
core from each landing site. Sampling or'the
Earth on a similar scale would yield onh' a
small fraction of thc rock typcs that occur
on our planet.
Fortunately ti)r lunar scicntists_
howcvcr, there is one aspcct of hmar stlrt_lcc
history that helps us obtain a morc
rcprcscntativc sample of lunar rocks than
would bc cxpcctcd from the limited
sampling area. hnpacts on thc hlnar surthcc
have brokcn rocks, cjcctcd them ti'om the
areas whcrc they tormcd, and strcwn thcm
over the lunar surthcc. Thus, a signiticant
ti"action of thc rocks in the hmar rcgolith at
any onc placc originally formcd at points
many tcns, or cvcn hundrcds, of miles away.
Evcn so, six mile-scale traverse zoncs plus
thrcc corcs hardly constitutcs adcquatc
sampling of an ol_viouslv hctcrogcncous
body with a circuml'crcncc of 6800 miles.
(:alculations indicatc that the
craters from which the hmar meteorites
wcrc ejected arc probably distributcd almost
randomly across thc lunar surfacc.
Thcrdbrc_ most of thc h,nar mctcofitcs art"
probably not derived from thc area wc
sampled with our lunar missions. The
chances arc good that at least one of the
source craters is on thc lunar [hrsidc, a part
of thc Moon whcrc highlands predominate
and maria arc vcry rare.
The lunar meteorites show
some distinctivc c()napositional variations
Fig. 2. Lunar meteorites hm,c much
hm,cr cmzcom'ations _f u_:anium and
thorium than analwous samplcs J}'om
thc Apollo and Luna landil(a sitcs.
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from the Apollo and Luna samples, which
evidently are not very representative of the
Moon as a whole. Some of these variations
and their implications are as follows. First,
the lunar meteorites that are regolith
breccias are even more plagioclase rich than
the average of Apollo and Luna highlands
regolith samples. This finding provides
additional support for the notion (popular
since 1970) that the lunar crust formed
when plagioclase floated to the top of a
global "ocean" of magma on the primordial
Moon.
Second, the lunar meteorites
consistently have far lower contents of
uranium, thorium and associated elements
than most Apollo and Luna samples (Fig. 2).
Apparently, the average lunar crust, and by
extension the whole Moon, has considerably
lower concentrations of these elements than
previously assumed. Determination of thc
bulk-Moon content of these clements is
important to evaluating models of lunar
thermal history, because radioactive decay of
uranium and thorium is the main long-term
source of heat in a planet. It is also
important in evaluating models of lunar
origin, because some of these models predict
large bulk-Moon enrichments for a whole
class of elements that include uranium and
thorium.
Third, the lunar meteorites also
are consistently lower in siderophile elements
(elements that tend to be associated with
metallic iron) than similar Apollo and Luna
samples. Several remarkable f_aturcs of the
ratios of siderophile elements were obscr_,ed
in the Apollo samples, tbr example, vet3' high
ratios of nickel to iridium and of gold to
iridium. It now appears that these features
arc not bulk-Moon characteristics but arc
instead attributable mainly to
unrepresentative sampling.
It is also remarkable that all of
the mare-basalt meteorites are dissimilar in
composition to most of the mare basalts
collected by the Apollo and Luna missions.
Most of the lunar marc basalts brought to
Earth by these missions arc significantly
richer in titanium than the lunar marc basalts
found as meteorites, and many arc cxtrcmcly
rich in titanium. This finding suggests that
thc Apollo and Luna sampling of mare
basalts was not rcprcsentative.
A remarkably high proportion
of the meteorites derived from the lunar
highlands are consolidated lunar regolith. It
seems that such rocks were greatly
undcrsamplcd by the Apollo 16 mission
(constituting only about 10 percent of the
rocks brought to Earth). This was the one
Apollo mission to a geochemically typical
highlands site. In this sense, the lunar
meteorites support previous speculations (for
example by Paul Spudis, U. S. Geological
Survey, Flagstaff) that the Apollo 16 sampling
methods tended to avoid rcgolith breccias in
favor of more cohesivc crystalline rocks.
Within the highlands mete-
orites, thcrc cxist many small fragmcnts of
oldcr rocks, a fcw of which rcprcscnt
highlands igneous rocks (rocks that
crystallized from silicatc mclts, where the
mclts formed by internally generated heating
of the planet). Systematic geochemical
trends among highlands igneous rocks
collected by the Apollo missions have been
interpreted as evidence that igneous
processes formed some of the rocks of the
lunar crust long after the primordial magma
ocean solidified. As we study the igneous
rock fragments from the lunar meteorites
and add the new intbrmation we obtain to
the information we already have on the
igneous history of the Moon, we look
_brward to a major test for current models of
the evolution of the lunar crust.
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Thc role of cometary, impacts
on thc Earth has assumed new importance
in the past decade. It was once thought that
cometary nuclei were too small to
contribute significantly to planetary
cratering rates or to affect the volatile
invcntories of the terrestrial planets.
However, the discovery, in 1986 that the
nucleus of Comet Halley was more than
twice as large and ten times as massive as
previously thought, has led to a new
evaluation of the interaction of comets with
the planetary system.
COMETARY
BOMBARDMENT
OF THE
EARTH
Paul 1L Weissman
Earth and Space Sciences Division
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109
As a result, it is now recog-
nized that comets likely contribute
approximately one-third of the cratering in
thc terrestrial planets zone, the remainder
coming from asteroids perturbed out of the
main belt. The largest of these impacts may
result in global biological extinction events
which have the ability to change
dramatically the evolution of life on the
Earth. Perhaps most interesting, more than
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Fig. 1. Estimated mass distribution for cometa_ nuclei, based
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absolute magnitudes of long-period comets, corrected for
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half of the cometary, impacts come in brief
but intense "cometary showers" during
which cratering rates may rise by a t)ctor of
one hundred or more.
Cometary. cratering rates can
bc estimated by counting the number of
obscrvcd comets crossing the Earth's orbit
per unit time. The cratcring is dominated
by long-period comets (comets with periods
>200 years) which are stored in distant
orbits t_r from the planetary, system in the
Oort cloud. The Oort cloud contains on
the order of 1013 comets larger than 0.7
mile radius. Approximately 10 of those
comets cross the Earth's orbit per year,
though not all are discovered, and there is
an average probabili b, of 2.2 x 10 -° that any
random long-period comet will strike the
Earth.
However, the cometary flux
can vary widely over time. The strongest
variations come from random passing stars
actually penetrating thc Oort cloud, severely
perturbing the cometary orbits therein. In
such instances, up to 7 x l0 s long-period
comets may be perturbed into Earth-
crossing orbits in the space of less than 106
years. This intense shower of comets results
in a sharp elevation in the total cratering
rate. Fortunately, such intense shower
events occur only about once every 5 x 10s
years, though less intense cometary, showers
are expected more ffequcnfly.
Cratcring rates can be
estimated in the same manner for short-
period comets (like Comets Hallcy and
Encke) and for Earth-crossing asteroids.
Results arc shown in Table 1. About two-
thirds of terrestrial cratering is by asteroids,
and about one-third by comets.
These rates can be compared
with the rate of cratering over the history of
the solar system, estimated by counting the
number of craters on planetary surt)ces that
have been dated using radio-isotope
techniques. Currently, this is only possible
for the Earth and the M¢×m. On the Earth,
older craters have been removed by
weathering and geophysical activity, and
most recognized craters are less than 600
Myr old. From the number of craters, it is
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Table 1. Cratering Rates on the
Earth from Obsen,ed Huxes
Long-period comets
Short-period comets
Random comet showers
Earth-crossing asteroids
(includes extinct cometary nuclei)
Total
Estimated from counted craters
on the Earth (past 600 Myr):
on the Moon (past 3.3 Gyr):
Estimated cratering rate from major
cometary showers every 26 Myr,
plus the steady-state total.
*Impacts able to create craters >10km diameter.
Impacts per Myr*
0.9
0.4
1.9
6.6
9.8
30.6
estimated that approximately 11 cratcrs
larger than 6-mile diameter arc formed
every million ,,,cars, though nlorc than m,o
thirds of the impacts arc in thc oceans and
difficult to detect. Tiffs figurc agrees well
with the estimate fi)r the total cometary and
asteroidal cratcfing rate, shown in "l'ai_lc 1,
though the possible crrors arc large.
The lunar maria preserve a
much longer record, extending back over
3.3 billion years or more. The lunar
cratering rate is roughly half that for the
Earth, even after accounting fi)r the Moon's
smaller size and lower gravity. This suggests
that the flux of impactors has recently
increased. However, no mechanism for
causing substantial long-term variations in
the flux of asteroidal impactors is known.
There is a possible mechanism
tbr vauing comctaq' impactor rates. The
perturbations on the Oort cloud which fiecd
long-period comets into the planctary
region result from random encounters with
nearby stars and interstellar clouds. The
Sun's current motion in the galaxy is slow
when compared with other stars of similar
mass and age. This lower vc[oci_, cnhanccs
the perturbations the comctarv orbits
rcccive fi'om the passing stars. If the Sun had
moved faster in the past, like typical G-t3'pc
stars, thcn the pcrturbations would have
bccn less and the rcsulting flux of comets
into the plancta U region would also have
bccn less. In addition, if the Sun moved
fhstcr in thc past, it likely spcnt more time
out of thc galactic planc, resulting in fi:wcr
stellar cncountcrs ovcrall.
Comets may also have playcd a
rolc in "the origin of life on Earth.
Bombardment of the carl), Earth by comets
during the formation of the solar svstcm
likely addcd a late vcnccr of volatilcs with a
total mass on the order of the current mass
of the Earth's oceans and atmosphcrc.
Along with thcsc comcts camc complex
hydrocarbons and othcr vol:.tilcs which
wcrc necessary lbr the creation of liti:. This
"primordial soup" of pro-biotic materials
providcd the neccssary chemical consti-
tuents fi)r life to cvolvc, as sool; as the early
Earth had cooled to a suflicicntly moderate
tcmpcraturc.
Some suggcstions have bccn
made that major impacts on the Earth and
thc resulting extinction cvcnts arc pcriodic,
occurring every 26 to 32 Myr. This
7O
suggcsthmis highlyctmtrovcrsial but
various hypotheses, each im'oking cometary
showers as thc extinction mechanism, have
bccn advanccd to explain the allcgcd
periodicity. These include: a thint, unsccn
solar companion star in a distant ccccntric
26 Mvr period orbit; a 10th planct at 100 to
15() AU from the Sun in an inclincd_
processing orbit; or thc Sun's cpicyclic
motion above and below the galactic plane.
Numerous dynamical problems
exist with each hypothcsis, rendering them
all untenable. In addition, the cxpcctcd
cratcring from the rcpcatcd cometary
showers invoh'cd in thcsc hypothcscs
would result in 5.5 times thc observed
rccord or" hmar cratcring ovcr the past 3.3
Gyr. It is concluded that there is at present
no workable mechanism for causing
pcriodic impact drivcn cxtinctious cvcr 3' 20
to 32 Mvr.
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USE OF THE
LDEF
SATELLITE TO
ILLUMINATE
THE NATURE OF
COSMIC DUST
AND SPACE
DEBRIS
PARTICLES IN
LOW-EARTH
ORBIT
Michael Zolensky
Planetary Science Branch
NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058
After nearly 6 years in space, the
Long Duration Exposure Facil W (LDEF)
was returned to Earth by the Space Shuttle
Columbia in January of 1990. The recovery
of LDEF is shown in Figure 1. As originally
cm'iskmcd, LDEF was intcndcd to be a bus-
sized collector fi_r cosmic dust and space
debris particulates. Howcvcr, as the project
matured, and as NASA grew to realize the
potential hazard posed to spacccraft by space
environmental factors, other critical scicnce
and engineering objectives were added.
By its launch date in 1984, the
mandate of the LDEF mission was to scnse
and record the nature o( the total
environment in low-Earth orbit, whcrc most
spacc-fafing operations occur. The efli:cts of
cosmic dust and space debris impacts, solar
and galactic radiation, oxygen erosion (the
destruction of materials through collisions
with oxygen present in the Earth's upper
atmosphere), the rclativc vacuum of space,
and other space-related phenomena are
recorded onto the more than 10,000 test
specimens flown on LDEF. These test
specimens are now being studied by morc
than 300 im,cstigators representing 7 NASA
centers, 21 universities, 33 private
companies, 9 DOD laboratories and 8
fi_reign cotlntrics.
Since the LDEF was gravity
stabilized, thc samc end of thc 30 foot
long cylinder always faced the Earth, the
same side always laced in the direction of
orbital travel, and the oppositc sidc always
faced in the backwards (or trailing)
direction. Therefore, carefiil examination
of dust impact features, which are observed
ill abundance all over the satellite, will
enable us to decipher the composition,
velocity, and travel direction of cach
impacting dust grain.
Fig. 1. The Atlantic Ocean serves as a
backdrop for this Space Shuttle
Columbia photograph of the recove_
of the LDEF satellite, ending its 6
year Jlt'ght in space. The recovered
LDEF showed much damage
attributable to the effects of dust
impacts, radiation and oxxften
erosion.
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This painstaking work will
help to reveal, fi)r the first time, potential
sources of cometary and asteroidal dust
particles. Such particles arc predicted to
retain the clearest record of thc birth and
car[), evolution of our solar system. In
addition, the threat to spacecraft from
these dust grains and particulate spacecraft
debris can bc cvaluatcd. Thcrcfl)re,
analysis of the LDEF is expected to
provide critical infi_rmation fbr the design
of future spacccraf_ as well as insight into
Earth's origin.
Taking the first steps towards
these goals, in the spring of 1990 a
dedicated group of researchers labored to
document all 5,000 of the largest dust
impact f_:atureson the entire L1)EF satellite.
Figure 2 shows scientists engaged in this
task. This work had to bc complctcd bctbrc
the satellite was dismantled, and scattered to
laboratories all over the world. With this
preliminao, work succcssfldly complctcd,
coordinated detailed analyses have been
initiated by space scientists in their homc
laboratories. These studies include
compositional and isotopic analyses of dust
remnants discovered within and about
impact ffatures (see Fig. 3), as well as the
investigation of damage to space-exposed
materials induced by impacting dust, solar
and galactic radiation, and oxygen crosion.
To f:acilitatc
these and future analyses of
LI)EF test samples, many
critical pieces of the I,DEF
havc bccn curatcd at the
Johnson Space Center.
These space exposed surt)ces
take their place bc?_idc the
lunar, Antarctic meteorite
and stratospheric dust
collections as a valuable
resource fi)r research on solar
and planetary origins.
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Fig. 2. h_ this view of a clean _vom at
the I(cnnedy Space Center; a scientist
is documentin_ laroe dust impact
features on a portion of the LDEF
satellite usi_q a stereo microscope.
The partially dismantled LDEF
satellite is in the background.
Fig. 3. This is a view of a large dust
impact crater into an aluminum
plate on LDEF. 7his crater measures
approximately 0.5 inches long, and
was probab& made by a dust grain
measuring no more than one-tenth
this size. The red rays emanating
fi'om the crater are splashed remnants
of the impacti_q dust particle, and
their analysis will reveal the chemist G
and source of this grain.
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